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year. Their rating depends upon
the ability they have shown.
TntlEL' TtMES-A-WEl K
Before finishing her cruise the
Editor
American Seaman will have visited
WM. O PULLER
nearly all of the New England ports,
Associate Editor
adding to her roster of trainees if
PRANK A WINSLOW
and when the opportunity permits.
Hubscrlptlons S3 U> oer year payable
She will be open to public in
In advance: tingle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon clrcula
spection while In this p o rt from 2
Uon and very reasonable
to 5 p. m. up to and including Bun
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Coincident with the arrival of the ing period of three months, and days. For the accommodation of
(From T he Ccurler-Gazette of 1829)
The Rockland O arette was estab
The Maine Identification Officers’ to keep their organization intact
lished In 1846 In 1874 the Cou-ler was Steamship Red Jacket at this port must have served at least two years
those
who
wish
to
visit
the
interest
To each succeeding generation in
established and consolidated with the
The men were paid according to Association banqueted at “Trail's because it was doing a wonderful
Oazette ln 1862 The Free Pieas was have ccme the two training ships in ships of more than 500 tons. They ing craft two launches will be run
End' Thursday afternoon, and in- work "Two years hence," he added,
Rockland is told the story of the grade.
ee-a Wished In 1855 and In 1891 changed
Its name to the Tr’bune These papers Joseph Conrad and American Sea- must be without physical defects. , each afternoon to and from the
elusive of the feminine annex there , "you can go to Legislature and see
Red Jacket—the famous clipper ship
consolidated Marcn 17. 1897
man financed by the United States Entering the training service they , public landing.
"Mr. Elwell had charge of laying
were nearly 40 present. Everybody I if you cannot get an appropriation."
are allowed an outfit of clothing
Maritime Commission.
Capt. Etzwiller, the command built at th e Northend which estab  the ways for the launching. When j
First to arrive was the Joseph and are paid $36 during the first ing officer, is a resident of New lished a new maritime record on her the Red Jacket was launched she
W Character Is higher than ln- * Conrad, a full rigged ship of 500 month of training After the secYork State and has .been in the maiden voyage by sailing from went clear across to the Point and
— tellect —Emerson
— tons, 165 feet in length, and manned on(^ month they may be advanced Coast Ouard Service 16 years. He Sandy Hook to Rock Light, Liver struck the schooner Warrior, Capt.
** by 40 enrollees, or ‘trainees" as they t0
8 month (or morel.
was assigned to the American Sea pool, in 13 days and 1 hour; from Joe Ham's vessel. The collision
are better known in the service.
I Aboard ship they serve in three man while it was being recandl- Liverpool to Melbourne in 69 days didn't sink the Warrior, however.
and 11 hours, and back to Liver- After the launching the Red Jacket
The Joseph Conrad came here from departments—deck force, engine de- tioned at Baltimore.
Both the Joseph Conrad and the j pool in 73 days. She did not parallel was towed to New York where her
the Hoffman Island Maritime Serv- patrm ent and steward's department
Held A nnual R eun'on At
, ,
j
z- c
zice T rainlnB Station and Is com- They receive instruction all of the American Seaman belong to the the Jules Verne fantasy of "around spars were put in and where she
Lakewood C. E. Greg- manded by Capt. Marvin Timothy time from a competent personnel.
Maritime Service and operated by the world in 80 days,” to be sure, was rigged.
After the training period the men the Coast Ouard for the U. 6. but she did circumnavigate th e globe
ory 46 Years o f Service I ‘Braswell, a native of Georgia, who
Capt. J. Prank Gregory recalled
ln five m onths and four days in the launching and said th a t a tre- j
is ln the Coast Guard service. The are discharged and are then entitled Maritime Commission.
The U th annual reunion and executive officer is J. J. Connor, to a retainer of one month's pay a
Rockand welcomes them.
cluding p o rt detentions. To Rock mendous crowd witnessed the spec
meeting of the Old Timers' Club, chief boatswain's mate.
land she typified the glory of the tacular afTair. He says th a t th e '
composed of employes of Central
seas, and along the w aterfront, late Dr. W. E. Crockett, who made
The Joseph Conrad was built at
Maine Power Company having 30 Copenhagen in 1882 and was origi
where now exists but one of the the record-breaking voyage in her,
years or more of service, was held at nally known as the Georg Stage,
many shipyards which flourished always claimed that the feat was
Lakewood Wednesday.
back in th e Fifties, you still hear performed a day faster than the
and served as a Danish training
The entire group visited the com ship The craft lies at anchor in 
the old R ed Jacket m entioned in run with which she is credited,
pany's new hydroelectric station at side Rockland Breakwater and be
terms of awe.
Another Rockland man who has
8olon. known as Williams Station, cause of her rig is attracting uni
In presenting this review and made quite an elaborate study of
and then returned to Lakewood versal attention.
reminiscences The Courier-Gazette the Red Jacket is Willis Snow of
where the annual business meeting
was so fo rtu n ate as to obtain a n en- Lake avenue.
Sitting high out of water and
was held. The following officers made conspicuous by her gleaming
were elected: O D Hegarty of Wa white hull is the training ship
By the end of another week the see fit. eventually, to restore the
RED JACKET DAY PROGRAM
terville, President; W B Oetchell, American Seaman, which arrived Maine Inshore Patrol will have unit to this port.
Augusta, vice president; Ida H Cof- late Thursday night, and will re 
Alfred
M.
Haynes,
who
has
been
Saturday Afternoon. Aug. 19
folded Its tents, and like the Arab
fie. Bath secretary; and C A Run main until Monday after the Red
In charge cf the Maine Inshore Pa
24H) P. M.—Unveiling of Red Jacket memorial tablet on Crockett
have
silently
stolen
away.
nels, Dover-Poxcroft and E T. Jacket celebration.
trol base, since the transfer of C apt.1
Block by Woman's Educational Club.
had praise for the shore dinner set
Correspondence published ln the.*e R. C. Jewell to the Algonquin, has
Mr. B,rd credited the Association
Whittier, Augusta, to the executive
Regatta an d Procession of Yachts
Once upon a time the American
with
preventing notor.ous crooks
committee.
forth
by
Proprietor
Lewis,
and
to
columns
the
past
few
weeks
has
been in Southwest H arbor this j
Seam an was a freight steamship,
Sunday. Aug. 20
A feature of the meeting was carrying general cargoes to many of contained authoritative statem ents week superintending th e stowage,
help m atters the feg lifted long from coming into the State. It
1.00 P. M.—Ashore: P arade, forming at Railroad Station. Pleas
wields Its power with conservatism
the welcoming of eight new mem- the world’s ports. The U 6 M ari
enough for the Inlanders to get a
which left no doubt that the tran s of equipment. The G overnm ent,
an t street. Route. Union to Talbot Avenue, to Main, to
and has become a power to Maine.
b e rs/R H Abbey H P Austin. H. I time Service took over the craft,
depot at Southwest H arbcr has |
Public Landing for review. Crew of Conrad, etc. Sea Scouts,
good glimpse cf old ocean. Sheriff "Crimes come not only from the
J . Butler. A E Poster. W B and at large expense had it recon fer would be made, and to South some valuable gear, and with the (
etc. Parade and competition of floats, spirit of times when
C
Earle Ludwlck of the local unit under world, but the upper world."
Oetchell E E. Harris. O D Mudgett, ditioned at Baltimore as a training west Harbor goes the large unit approaching transfer
additional
clipper ship Red Jacket was launched. Judges. Old Seamen.
acted
as master of ceremon es, said Mr Bird
J B. Vigue. These employes Joined ship.
which
has
been
of
so
much
active
|
machinerywill
also
be
Installed
Prize to be given to best float; at same time, winner of
,
F. A. Winslow, substituting for
the 30 year grbup
which m eant th a t there were no long
in the Penobscot Bay Region. I there
Essay contest an d Best Picture contest to be announced.
The American Seaman has a value
And with it, unfortunately gees' The Southwest Harbor plant has
Prank
A Tirrell. Jr., paid tribute to
waits
'tween
acts
The oldest member of the Club is gross tonnage of 7000 and is 423
To take place a t Public Landing; procession to go along
Lieut. Leon P. Shepard presided the efficiency cf Lieut. Shepard,
Theodore C. Stephens of Albion who jef, long On board at the present the Coast Guard Cutter Travis, been used as a busy storage anc
road at Public Landing: Judges' stand to be at Yacht
la over 80 years old. The Old Tim time are 130 “trainees’ a n d ’a citw which, under the command of Cap-. repair depot. On the Point is an
over the brief after-dinner exercises Sheriff Ludwick and Patrolman
Club House.
with his accustomed skill, express Carl A. Christcfferson for the part
ers cane, awarded to the oldest of 70. including four Coast Ouard Brown has been promptly and uni enclosed reservation containing one
2.00-5.00 p. M —Red Jack et open to inspection of general public.
ing his pleasure at seeing so many they have played in fingerprintln;
member of the club. Is in the pos commissioned officers--Lieu‘. Com formly on the Job.
large and two small buildings.
5.00-6.00 P. M.—Ceremonies ashore at Public Landing. Speech,
enforcement, and to Representative
present.
Summarized
briefly
Rockland
session of Mr. Stephens.
The
depot
at
Southwest
Harbcr
by Governor, describing purpose of ceremony. Sponsor
mander Charles Etzwller. command
Presenting Representative Alan L Bird for assistance given ln his legis
The longest term of service is held ing officer; Lieut. P. P. Vetterlch. loses—
has 409 feet of excellent pier, with
ing and adoption of ship, salutes, manning of Yards, etc.
Pour boats.
Bird as th e first speaker. Lieu:. lative capacity.
by Charles E. Gregory of Rockland executive officer; Lieut. S. Denty,
18 to 22 feet of water a t low tide.
Prayers for ship. Hymns and music. Participants: Gover
The business meeting was held at
Shepard
acknowledged the assist
Thirty-three men belonging to the
with a record of over 46 years After engineering ofticer; and Liuei;
The equipment has all cf the
nor Barrows. M ayor Vcazie, Ministers. Glee Clubs, Dele
Inshore Patrol.
ance he had given to the organiza the Court House, where the mem
the business meeting dinner wes (J O ) J. Scullion.
machinery facilities for the repair
g a t i o n o f O ld S e a m e n .
tion. Mr. Bird advised the members bers “talked shop.”
Seventeen men belong ng to the of engines, rivet ham mers, air com
served in the Lakewcod Inn. The
The American Seaman has ac
64)0-8.00 P. M—Ceremonies aboard ship. Embarkation of Digni
entire group th in enjoyed Lake- commodations for 250 men. with Tiavis
pressors. welding gear. etc.
taries. Buffet supper. Ceremony—Documentation of Ship
Approximately 25 families
wood's matinee performance by the not more than four men to a room,
There is also a blacksm ith shop, in
by Customs. Participants: Local dignitaries. State dig
In round numbers $100X00 annual- charge of four civil service men
University Gilbert and Sullivan and each room provided with hot
nitaries, all local Clergy, old Seamen.
Company, "Trial by Jury." and "Pi and cold running water Altera ■ly—expended here for supplies,! itwo buoy mechanics and two laB ath Iron Works: Portland shipping agents, reporters, etc.
maintenance, etc.
•
rates of Penzance "
I borersi who will be blanketed witn
Approximately: 100 participants.
tions will soon be made whereby
Not a pleasant thing to contem- the Coast Guard.
there will be accommodations for
plate, and with only one comfortin': | One mile from the Southwest
300 men.
tirely new view of this g reat clipper
"The Red Jacket had a fine
The ship has a mess room seating thought to offset it—the thought Harbor reservation, and part of it, ship I t is from a painting done model.” Mr Snow told a Courierthat
the
Coast
Ouard
service
mav
is
Bear
Island.
250 men. who are served cafeteria
CAMDEN, ME.
by the late talented Rockland art Gazette reporter "with a pretty
style; a complete modern laundry
ist. A W Merchant, and b ears the sheer, a round stern and the poop
W E D N E S D A Y -T H U R S D A Y
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
and four machine shops for the
true atm osphere of the sea., for the well forward of the mainmast. The
A U G U S T 2 3 -2 4
The crumpled body of Ernest A. | Special concern was lelt as t o
training of the enrollees. These
reason th a t Mr Merchant, besides figure-head was a full length In  Munro, proprietor cf Munro's Serv-1
The United States Civil Service
Munro's unexplained absence due to
shops are equipped with lathes, drill
, Commission announces an open Will Be Seen A t Lincoln being an artist, had spent th e ma dian and a carved Indian figure also ice S ta to n at 34 Union street, was
presses, milling machines, etc.
jority of his days on the shores of surmounted her name on the stern ” found at 7 o’clock this morning. I the fact he had no money with him,
' competitive examination for Welder,
The trainees now on the Ameri
County Club’i Labor Day Penobscot Bay
What became of the figure-head half way down stairs, in an isolated no extra clothes and not even the
Electric. 'Specially skilled), $1,055.
w ith
can Seam an are from the Gulf of
Shoot
The
R
ed
Jacket
was
built
by
nobody
knows. Mr. Snows says, but hallway of the New Thorndike key to h.'s ear. Inquiry a t the places
$996 and $936 an hour, for filling
M ERLE OBERON
Mexico region, and mostly South
George Thomas in 1853-1854 lor it would be worth a small fortune to Hotel. The victim had been dead he was wont to frequent, including
positions ln the Navy Yard. Boston.
LAURENCE OLIVIER
erners. The men, whose ages av
A whole flock of local records will Seacomb & Taylor of Boston. She an antique dealer today
DAVID NIVEN
| abcut 48 hours, according to Medical the restaurant where he dined, re
The closing date for receipt of ap
erage about 28. enroll for a train be endangered in Damariscotta registered 2006 tons, was 260 feet
All
pictures
of
the
Red
Jacket
Examiner H. J. Weisman, who was ! vealed no information as to his
plications is Dec. 30.
Sept. 3 and 4 when crack rifle shots long. 44 feet beam, and drew 26 show a main skysall, but no mlzzen
'whereabouts.
. immed ately called into the case
Applications and further infor
from all over New England, New feet. S h e was designed by 8amuel or foresail. The English put double
Troubles which might form the
Because of certain circumstances
mation may be obtained from the
York and New Jersey and several A. Pook of Boston, the first naval topsails onto her, Mr. Snow says. which might be assumed as sus basis fcr suicide were considered.
Secretary. Board of U. S. Civil Ser
Canadian cities blaze away in the architect ln the United S tates not The disadvantage of the clipper
The conditions under which the
picious, Dr. Wcisman's verdict will
vice Examiners, at any first-class
fifth annual Lincoln County Rifle connected with a shipyard.
ship
was
that
she
sacrificed
carry
body
was found would preclude any
ALL PROPERTIES OF THE
'
attend
the
result
cf
an
autopsyi
post office ln New England.
Club Labor Day Shoot. Club presi
*'A m a n named Stetson, from ing capacity for speed, and another 1which is to be conducted this a fte r p<rs bility of a suicide attem pt. It
dent Verne P Batteese said today East B oston did the planking and . reason why clipper ships are not
noon by th e medical examiner and ( was manifestly an accident, or else
Lou Cooper of Bath, scored a
that the list of en tries was the ceiling; Henry Elwell was boss built today Is the difficulty In getBARNS.
LIVE
STOCK.
PERSONAL
PROPERTY.
HOUSE.
—and here is where the investiga
Dr Julius Oottl.eb cf Lewiston
technical knockout over Butch
FURNITURE
largest on record and th a t prizes bullder on deck; Benjamin Bean ting a crew. The Red Jacket prob
Meantime a very thorough Inves tion today is tending.
Wooster,
of
Rockland
In
a
sched
be
seen
before
the
sale
by
appointment.
Special
$1.
j
0
May
valued at more than $500 would be was th e blacksmith; and a chap by ably carried 40 men and a watch,
tigation is belr.g made by Lieut. J j Mr M'linro was a native of Rock
uled 10-round bout tn Augusta City
round trip fare on S.S. W. S. W hite day of Auc'ion
awarded.
The local shoot is con the nam e of Bills was timekeeper. half of the men being in the fore
E. Marks of the State Highway i land. 44 years of age, and a sen of
Hall last night when Referee Jo h n 
sidered one of the best, if not the
The w hite oak frame w as cut in castle. It was necessary to have a Police. Sher! J 0. Earle Ludwick and , Daniel Munro. Before establishing
ny Carleton stopped the fight with
very best of any in th e State and Virginia and the planking an d ceil large crew ln order to handle her
the Munro 8ervice Station he was a
the local police.
Wooster
bleeding
from
cuts
over
LICENSED AUCTIONEER
TEL 605-M, ROCKLAND. ME.
has gained ln popularity each year. ing were Southern pine. T h e ship quickly. The Oreat Republic car
The discovery of Munro's body was ( sale-man, and was especially promi
99-1C0-1C2-103
both eyes, his nose and mouth. For
Twenty prizes in all or five In was p ain ted white 'tween decks ried 120 men.
made by one of the hctel chamber- j nent In music circles as a trap drum
two rounds Wooster was holding
each of the four classifications of There w asn't a horse or an ox in
mer In bands and orchestras. He is
The White Star Line, not to be maids. Mrs. Mabel Mosman
his own with the Bath welder but
the main event which will be the the y ard , and the timber was all outdone by the Black Ball Line, ln
survived
by five children.
It
followed
an
Intensive
search
in the third a right to the face sent
100 yard re-entry will be awarded hauled w lth ropes by the WOrkmen.
In the absence of the county a t
(Continued on Page Eight)
which had been ln progress since
Butch to the canvas for nine and
T. M. Prior will have charge of this J
last Wednesday night when the torney, Jerome C Burrows, the ata short time later he went flown for
event.
________________________________
service station proprietor was last ( torney general has assigned Prank
five at the bell.
Chairmen of the committees have
A. Tirrell to the case
been appointed as follows: Trap- J
Six or Eight Exposure Roll '
shooting, Charles W. Sherm an; pis
School or College which may be
tol. Radcliffe P Rdbinson and 200
FILMS DEVELO PED
accepted bv the Academic Board
yard re-entry, Irving B. Merry.
AND PRINTED
Glossy Prints—Leave At
In lieu of the regular mental en
Batteese said that a free clambake
Senator Hale Has an A p
and lobster feed would be given to
Carroll Cut Rate Store
trance examination.
376 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND, ME. every registered shooter on Sunday
pointm ent— Notify Him Candidates arc eligible for ad99’ lt evening.
B efore Sept. 7
m:. sion to the Military Academy
PLEASANT STREET FROM MAIN TO FRANKLIN
from
the day they are 17 years of
UNION STREET TO TALBOT AVENUE
Senator Frederick Hale will have
TALBOT AVENUE TO MAIN STREET
age
(or
19 if from the Regular
one appointment to the United
MAIN STREET TO GEN. BERRY SQUARE
Army
or
the
National O uard) until
States Military Academy to be
1888-1939
NO PARKING ON PUBLIC LANDING
the day they become 22 years of
made ln the fall of 1939 for en 
age. on which latter day they are
* * * *
trance to the Academy in 1940.
not eligible
Candidates must
It has always been Senator Hale's never have been married.
Those wishing to take Senator
custom to select his nominees to
Fifty-one years ago we commenced to serve people in this
Hale's competitive examination on
i
the
Military
and
Naval
Academies
locality who desired to own their homes, and the business has
PARKING LOT AT FOOT OF TALBOT AVENUE
through preliminary competitive ex Oct. 7. should notify Senator Hale
been a success through all this time. There are a few simple
PARKING LOT AT FIREPROOF GARAGE
amination held for him under the at 12 Monument Square, Portland
reasons for this success.
NORTH SIDE OF MYRTLE STREET
auspices of the Civil Service Com- Maine.
: jnission, and such a competitive
We make loans only on real estate. We charge only 6 per
NORTH SIDE OF ORIENT STREET
i examination for designation of Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M
cent interest. The expenses of making a loon with us are small,
NORTH SIDE OF OAK STREET
candidates to the United States
only the cost of looking up title and making and recording papers.
NORTH SIDE OF ELM STREET
It I had my life to live again I
Military Academy will be held on
NORTH SIDE OF SPRING STREET
would have made a rule to read soma
No commission or bonuses Small monthly payments, about
Saturday,
Oct.
7,
at
8
a
m.
local
poetry
and listen to some music at
SOUTH
SIDE
OF
SCHOOL
STREET
T O V IN A L H A V E N , N O R T H H A V EN ,
the same as rent, cover all charges and pay off the loan in 139
least once a week The loss of these
jtime in 'Rockland.
NORTH AND SOUTH SIDE OF TILLSON AVENUE
tastes
is
a losa of happiness.—Charlea
months. You want a home. We are ready to help you get It.
ST O N IN G TO N A N D S W A N ’S ISLAND
Candidates receiving the highest Darwin.
NORTH SIDE OF WINTER STREET
, ratings ln Senator Hale's competi
STM R S. N O R T H H A V E N A N D W . S. W H ITE
WEST SIDE OF WATER STREET
F O L K T H IN G S
tive examination, if otherwise quali Four things a man m ust learn to do
EAST
AND
WEST
SID
ES
MAIN
ST..
BELOW
GEN
BERRY
SQ.
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, D aylight Time, every Sunday
If
he
would
make hit record true:
fied, will toe designated by him as To think without
PARKING PLACE IN BACK OF COMMUNITY BUILDING
confusion clearly;
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
To
love
hla
fellow-men
atnoerely:
Principal
and
Alternates
to
take
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
PARKING ON ALL STREETS WEST OF UNION STREET
To act from honest motives purely;
75Stf
the
regular
entrance
examination
Tu
(rust
in
(lixl
and
Heaven
securely*
78-tf
or submit certificates from High
-Heuzy Van Dyke
6
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TWO INTERESTING SHIPS

THE FIRST RED JACKET

H ere In C onnection W ith R ed J a c k e t’s V isit—

BANQUET AT "TRAIL’S END"

The S to r y 0 ( H e r L aunching and O f H er Identification O fficers E n joy Shore D in ner
F am ous V o y a g e To L iverpool
and Hold B u sin ess M eeting

H ave “T ra in ees” On B oard

Old T im ers’ Chib

ARRANGING THE TRANSFER

C apt. H ayn es L ooks O ver N ew P lan t A t S o u th 
w est H arbor— W h at R ock lan d L o ses

FOUND DEAD ON STAIRWAY

C ham berm aid D isco v ers B ody Of E rn est A .

C O M IQ U E

Munro In H otel H allw ay

C rack R ifle S h o ts

“ W UTH ER IN G
H EIG H TS”

PUBLIC A UCTIO N, SEPTEM BER 2
V IN A L H A V E N C A M P S , INC.

FREEM AN S. Y O U N G

N O PA R K IN G ON THESE STREETS

F or W est P oint

FR O M 12 .0 0 O’CLOCK

UNTIL A F T E R PA R A D E S U N D A Y

A H A LF C EN TU R Y O F SER V ICE

P L A C E S TO P A R K

R ock lan d L oan & B uilding A sso c ia tio n
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THRKK-TIMES-A-WEEK

While he yet spake, behold, a
bright cloud overshadowed them:
and behold, a voice out of the cloud,
Matt. 17: 5.

E very-O ther-D ay
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SORRY TO LOSE MR. HAYNES

M ayf low er H ill

O p eretta In C am d en
Girl* Of “T angle w ood ”
Camp H old Forth A t the
Bok Am pitheatre

Morses Launch Another Fine Boat

K nox O ne of Countie* Fur
nishing Materials For
N ew Colby Plant

W hat the Maine Development
A large crowd attended the op
Commission has stated to be the
eretta given by the girls of Tanglebiggest building construction proj
wood Camp in the Bok Amphi
ect in Maine this summer, Is also
theatre Wednesday night The op
ptoving to be one of the most In
eretta was under the direction of
teresting sights, Judging from the
Wills allowed: Ella D Shibles. late
two of the camp councellors. Miss
visitors who drive out every day
of Rockport deceased. Georgia B
E. Roberta Sm ith and Mrs. Polly
to Mayflower Hill on the outskirts
Pendleton of Islesboro appointed
Thomas,
both
of
Bangor.
T
he
girls
of
Waterville to see the new campus
executrix: Perley H. Fisk, late of
portrayed the usual activities of the
of Colby College where work is go
Owl's Head, deceased Oscar S. Dun
camp day and showed the ideals of
ing forward on four of the new
can of Rockland appointed execu
camp life.
buildings.
tor; Susan M. Porter, late of Porter,
The
am
phitheatre
made
a
beau
The Colby project is employing
Wis., deceased, petition for Probate
tiful setting for this sort of pro
some 230 men who have been drawn
of Foreign Will presented by
duction and mother nature co-op
from all over Maine. Statistics
Charles S ta r Atwood and Cora Soerated with stage effects of thunder
published
by the Maine Develop
verhill, both of Jonesville, Wis.
and lightning.
The camp girls
ment Commission show th a t in its
Petition
for
Administration
are to be congratulated for their
final form the new Colby campus
granted: Estate Sarah J Hill, late
fine production.
will involve some three million man
of Camden, deceased, presented by
Tanglewood Cam p
has been
hours of employment, which is
Daniel E. Hill of Camden, admr.
chosen for a name, and it is situ at
equivalent to 300 men working 40
Petition for License to Mortgage
ed on Duck T rap Stream about four
houis a week for five years, of whom
Real Estate granted: Estate Ruth
miles inland from the Islesboro
123 would be on the job itself and
A 'Rhodes, minor, of Rockland,
Ferry at Lincolnville Beach.
the other 200 supplying and tran s
presented by William H Rhodes,
porting the materials.
This 40-building camp is ideally
formerly of Rockland, now of
The bulk of the materials will
and perfectly appointed, said Miss
Group at launching cf the beam trawler John G. Murley. Left to right—James Moore of South DartSpringfield. Mass., gdn.
Gladys B. Russell, general secretary ,nouth. Mass., John A. Murley of Fairhaven, Mass., Mrs. Moore, Miss Pauline Reo of Fairhaven, Mrs. John G. come from Knox. Waldo, Cumber
Petition for ' Appraisal granted
of the YWCA and camp director i Murley, Miss Helen E. Murley, the sponsor, John G. Murley of Fairhaven, principal owner of the trawler. land. Kennebec and Androscoggin
Estate Pauline M. Tatham and
There is every facility for a modern Mrs. William Hayes of New Btdiord. Mrs. Ernes* M u r ly of Fairhaven, Ernest Murley, and Bernard Hayes of counties, some of the larger items
Lewis C. Tatham. Jr., minors, of
educational camp experience for the •'ie* Bedford.
I being: 49,000 barrels cement, 16,000
Rockport, presented by Lewis C.
group, which includes girls ranging
Beam traw ler John O Murley Pauline Rioux, all of Fairhaven, by Jonah Morse in the Damarl- barrels lime. 26.000,000 brick. 2.000.Tatham. Sr., gdn.
in age from 6 to 18.
! was jaunched from the Morse Boat Mrs. William Hayes and son Bern- j scott a yard The Helen E. Murley 000 ft. lumber, 21,000 cubic yards
Petition for License to Sell Rea'.
Camp Tanglewood is known as a I „
ard Hayes of New Bedford. M ass,, and the Andrew E Hathaway were sand and gravel, 30.000 square feet
Building Corporation yard ThursEstate granted: Estate Lucy E.
three-unit camp, with th e age
_
L. C McEwen and Mr. Adams, a also built for" Capt. Murley in pre granite.
groups decentralized for the mutual daj’ at 1 P m- The 1)031 45 93 feetphotographer, of Gloucester, Mass., j vious years by Wilbur Morse, builder
Walker, late of Rockland, deceased,
These figures are for the final
presented by Frank H. Ingraham of
benefit of each, and yet each uniti long with a 19-foot beam and 9 'i Mr and Mrs. James O Moore of the famous Friendship sloop, and plant as planned on Mayflower Hill,
Rockland, exr
is a real part of the whole. Each 1foot draft, and is equipped with a of South D artmouth, Mass, all of Jonah Morse at th eir yard in which will involve an expenditure
Petitions for Distribution granted:
has its own lodge with large recrea- Cooper-Bessemer engine and H ath- whom were guests at The Elms dur- Friendship.
of $6,000,009.
Estates, Id a T Libbey, late of War
tlonal hall, fireplace, and cut-deer away fishing gear.
ing their stay here.
New Bedford is to be the home
Present plans call for the erection
ren, deceased, presented by Rod
cooking fireplace, for the 24 girls She is owned by Capt. John G.
The John G Murley is the fifth port of the John G Murley, and of the nine most essential buildings,
ney I. Thompson of Rockland, e x r.:'
and four leaders in each living Murley of Fairhaven, Mass . whose trawler which has been built at the she will run between th a t port and which will enable the college to b»Mary Blanche Rich, late of Cam
I group. Besides the unit lodge there name she bears, and Capt. William Morse Boat Building Corporation New York city.
j gin work on its new campus. This
den. deceased, presented by Louise
are six buildings for girls' quarters. Meade of Brooklyn, who Is to com- yard for the firms of Murley AShe will be equipped while lying cummer's program consists of putS. W aterbury/exx. •
, two for the leaders, a woodshed, a mand her.
Hayes, Murley & Penncssey, and a t the Thomaston dock, taking' ting up the Library, the Roberts
Accounts Allowed: Ida T. Libbey,
latrine, and a drinking fountain.
Miss Helen E Murley. daughter of Murley A: Meads, in which concerns about six or eight weeks. Her crew Memorial Union for Men, and the
late of Warren, deceased, first and
The three u nits are served by a Capt. Murley, christened the boat, Capt. Murley is the principal owner consists of John Cook, engineer; Women's Social Union, as well as
final account presented by Rodney
There are many reasons why Rcekland dislikes to lose the Maine In  common mess hall which has a spa- breaking a bottle of champagne The others were the two Charles 1Joseph Barry, cook; John Meade, i additional work on the Lorlmer
I. Thompson of Rockland, exr.; shore Patrol, and high up the list is th e disappointment which everybody clous diningroom, a large and well over the bow. Other guests pres- S. Ashleys (th e first being lost at Thomas Codner, Michael Grady and Memorial Chapel, which was the
Edward H. Piper, late of Rockport, feels over the transfer of Chief Boatswain Alfred M. Haynes, Mr. Haynes planned kitchen, and a well stocked ent for th e occasion were Mrs. John seal, the R. Eugene Ashley, and the John McFarland, all of Brooklyn. first building to be erected
has made an impressive record in the Coast Guard Service .and the Penobdeceased, first and final account of >:ct Bay section hat every reason to feel grateful for what he has done store room. One of th e two Diana, O. Murley, John A. Murley, Capt. Newfoundland. A fifth boat in this and Frank Evans of Staten Island.According to President Franklin
Hattie P. Piper, deceased execu tcwaid the protection of life and property. A genial man with a s 'rung which the camp boasts this season and Mrs. Ernest Murley and Miss fleet Is the M artha Murley. built j N. Y.
Johnson, the erection of the
trix. presented by Fred E. R. Piper, sense of humor.
________________________________ 1additional buildings is contingent
is located in the diningroom, and
admr. c.t.a. of estate of said execu
~
~
~
~
~
— — ~~~
donations received between
.. upon
____________
besides its use for accompaniment
{
ed); a fish shanty, by the Thomas Rockland The ton of coal conated I nQW and
trix; Austin M. Moody, late of Rock
for the group singing at meal tifnes
by
Dunn
A
Elliot
will
be
awarded
falled
an ,.A]1. Malne enter.
ton Board of Trade; a group of rid 
land, deceased, first and final ac
It comes into service for the danc
today.
The
grand
prize
at
beano
p
rise..
cxplainlng
1hat the proposal
count presented by Elsie C. Moody,
ers from the Hillcrest Riding Acad
ing classes held there weekly.
Thom aston Folk H osts To emy.
Friday night was draw n by Ltland
exx.; Louella T. Bartlett, late of
S t. G eorge 11. Rockland 1
to
abandon
Colby's
outgrown and
Brown’s Market Team G oes Centrally located with the mess
Over lock
Hope, deceased, first and final ac
Record
Crowds
In
Spite
constricted
campus
was
instigated
Next
came
a
section
of
“horri
Cal Smith, surprise pitcher of the
To T ow n With the Ce- h,U are the stan
and
Prizes were awarded parade win oy an official state Survey of edu
count presented by Florence L.
bles," inducting the 'Just Married"
administration building; the neutral
Twilight League, held the Rockland
O
f
Storm
Coombs, admx.; Minnie M. Steven
group; the Lawrence Portland Ce ners in tills mangier: Decorated cation which, showed th a t a lessment Planters
wash house which has among its
Floats. 1st, Lawrence Portland Ce
son. late of Camden, deceased, first Pirates to five hits at Tenant's H ar
other facilities eight showers with
The annual Legion Fair got off ment Co. float. “A Bit Of Old ment Company; 2d, The Lobster ihan-normal proportion of Maine
and final account presented by Al bor Thursday night, and the erst
B row n's Are* 4, C em ent P la n t 3
j boys and girls go to college and
China;-'
C
linton
Condon
and
Vir
hot and cold water; th e craft to a rath e r bad start this year with
fred B. Stevenson, exr.; Charles while League leaders made but one
The Brown's Market Aces pulled house where basketry, wood carving,
ginia Pease driving a mule rig; , Fisherman. Clark Island, 3d. Log ' th at Maine had a deficiency in col
Tro’P No. legiate facilities.
J. Mathews, late of Rockport, de circuit of the bases in a game where a stunning upset Wednesday night work in leather, and other crafts the w eather rainy for the opening Jones Garage. "We Fix 'Em Good U a n t0 of
210;
Weymouth
Orange.
Novel
ceased, first and final account pre
by downing the strong Cement are taught; th e museum, which at night. Wednesday. However, w ith 1a , New" truck towing a Model T
The most pressing need, the S ur
they certainly did not shine.
sented by Ensign Otis, admr.;
Plant by virtue of a two-run present contains a nature library; the announcement that the fair Ford of the 1912 vintage belonging ties Clam Chowder Float. 1st; Maty vey reported, was for Colby College
St. George, on the contrary, was rally in the last half of the seventh
and Her Little Lamb. 2d, Mule rig, to be enabled to improve and en
Frances C. Carleton, late of Rock
the infirmary, caUed “the wishing would be continued through Fri- to Percy C. Williams; Luke Davis
3d; Horribles, McFadden's Flats 1st; large its facilities so as to continue
port. deceased, first account pre in fine batting trim, and there was inning at Camden Trotting Park.
well" which is a small hospital In 1day. plans went on for the big pa- j of Rockland on his high wheeled
sented toy Thomas Franklin Bras- not a suspicion of an errer in th?
With the Cement Plant leading itself, but has no occupants at the rade th a t was t0 ** the main at- bike; John Creighton as “Tony" Jones Oarage. 2d; Ju st Married its high academic standards and
3d. Maurice Brazier's gang. 4th. accomodate more boys and girls.
tow and William Carleton Brastow. home team's fielding. The work of 3-2, L. Bartlett doubled to left with present time except th e resident1traction Thursday.
The usual with his polar bear; "The Lobster
exrs.; Leslie A. Ross, late of Rock the entire infield was nothing short one out and scored the tieing run nurse and the docor who makes a booths of refreshments, can d y .! Fisherman" In a dory, from Clark Doll carriages. Eleanor Olidden I t', The Survey came to the conclusion
Dea Perry 2d, Constance Knights | th a t only by moving Colby to a
land. deceased, first and final ac of brilliant, while Mackie gained on Dickens' smash to left center weekly visit to the camp.
cooked food, aprons, fir pillow.-., Island; decorated car representing
3d Bicycles, Robert Beattie, 1st, new site could this be accomplished.
count presented by Mildred F. Ross, new laurels with the stick, spanking | Dickens taking second on the throw
The buildings and their furnish- fancy work and games of many va- | water sports, driven by Miss Jane
exx,; George F Gould, late of Cam out a double, a triple and a single in in. R. Drinkwater then drove a hit ings are anything but flimsy and rieties were in full swing Thurs- Miller. Red Cross Life Saving In  Luke Davis, 2d.
Four buildings are now under con
Proceeds from th is fair will for struction and five more will be erecden. deceased, first and final ac four times up.
to center winning the game for the small. From the sturdy army day afternoon, and by 6 o'clock, and 1structor; a group of "cowboys" from
For St. George it was sweet re Aces.
the most part, be used in commun : ted as soon as funds are available.
count presented by John H. Gould,
ranges In the kitchen and the huge I time fcr
parade, sunny skies 1Pease's Stables.
ity
service. WUUams-Brazler Host
exr.; Mary Blanche Rich, late of venge for Tuesday night's defeat a t
j Sons of the Legion Drug Corps
Hart Talbot pitched airtight ball fireplaces built of stones from the ! promised a pleasant evening.
and Auxiliary have in the past year
Camden, deceased, first and final the hands of Rockland.
Much of the warped pseudo phil
for the Aces with the exception of nearby hills to the massive tables
Th parade, under the direction of was present from Rockland; Boy
T h e score:
account presented by Louise S
two home runs driven off the bats of and benches hewn by the CCC boys W. B. D. Gray and F. L. S. Morse. Scout Troops Nos. 120. Thom aston., sponsored the local Boy Scout osophy accepted so readily by the
Waterbury, exx
S t. G eorge
Valenta and Thomas. O Brown Jr. last winter, everything combines was eagerly awaited by a crowd and 204, Rockland, Snip's Express, T '° ° P 'dfn“‘ <•••“« lor school chil- half-wise today is th e result of
Petitions for Probate of Will pre
ab r bh tb po a
also hit a homer for the Aces in to give an impression of solidarity estimated to number 15,000. Main >a team of four dogs drawing a cart dren, and T "B. tests, contributed fool s attem pts to prove truth's rules
to numerous child welfare programs, by error's exceptions.
sented for notice: A rthur W. Mc Auid, c f ........
the fourth inning.
and permanence.
street was thronged for the distance bearing a small curly headed boy
kpet the Mall in condition d is - '
Curdy, late of Rockland, deceased, Anderson, 3b
Batteries, Talbot and Bolan;
The camp site, about 50 acres, i s ' of 8 mile to make this a record- and representing Crie s Hardware
pensed
toys etc. a t Christmas, and
Lilian M. McCurdy of Rockland Mackie, If ....
Lynch and Day.
landscaped with native plants and breaking attendance. Shortly a'fter Store; F ro-Joy Ice cream truck givin addition will th is year contribute
named executrix; Adelbert Benner, P. Wiley, c ....
Challenge
shrubs. and the units and central 6 o'clock the procession started ing free ice cream bars; Cushman
.
1
.
10r: of the net proceeds of this fair
late of Thomaston, deceasd, Flor M. Wiley, ss ..
In seeking more softball games buildings
are connected with broad ! from Georges street, Oscar E Wish- 1Bakery Truck; E AM. Ice cream
WATER PIPES RENEWED
ence B. Benner of Thomaston J Lowell< r( ...
Brown's Aces wish to issue a chal paths through the woods. The unit : man and Frank Wright acting as truck; “McFadden's Flat." repre- ■to be supplied tow ard the installs- j
AND WIRED OUT
nam ed exx.
s'10ft£I
•I'-® high
Hawkins, lb ..
lenge to any softball team in Rock which is occupied Jointly by th e ' marshals. First came the color senting a New York tenement hou.' ?: *“ ° n
NEW SEWERS LAID
Petitions for Administration pre Dowling, 2b ..
3
3
!
„
,_______
„
____
_____
,
„
,
school
building.
T
he
generous
co
land at any time in the near future. two younger groups of girls is called bearers and guards, followed by i Weymouth Grange float; children's
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
sented for notice: Estates, Sarah L. Smith, p
operation and help of th! entire
PLUGGED
the “Chickadee U nit,” and their William R Wright, famous baton i section, including Mary and Her
Pascal, late of Rockport, deceased.
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
community is deeply appreciated.
path, called the "Bird Walk, ' is twlrler, at the head of the Rock- Little Lamb, decorated doll carriAND CEMENT WORK
Charles A Perry of Camden named
30 11 1C 15 21 13
ages and bicycles; and the Thommarked by wooden blocks on the land Band as drum major.
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
admr. d.b.n., c.t.a.; Joseph Chester
An official car bearing Gov. anti aston F ire Department.
Rcikland
trees containing pictures of various
I t must me terrible to be broke
Melvin, late of Rockport, deceased.
1Mrs. Lewis O Barrows, Col. ar.d ,| After going down Main street to , and have to live like a millionaire
native birds.
ab r bh tb po a
Clifford C. Melvin of Rockland
Billings, ss . . . 3 0 1 1 2 2
Duck Trap Stream, which forms
Basil Stinson and D epartm ent, Roxbury, the parade returned to j to keep your creditors humble and
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
named admr.; Clarence A. Fish, late
an ox bow there, offers a chance Commander Llewellyn Fortier of proceed up to the fair grounds.1 quiet.
Foots, c ......... 3 0
of Camden deceased. Z M. Dwinal
, French. 2b ... 3
for daily swimming, canoeing and the American Legion was next, with where it was reviewed by Gov Barof Camden named admr.
boating. Each group is taken once a a float by Black & Gay Canr.ers rows and party. Immediately fol- I
Karl, c f .......... 3
Petition for license to Sell Real
Ellis.
3b.
p
......
week to Lincolnville Beach for salt Inc , directly behind. Then came lowing this, W B D. Gray, acting as
E state presented for notice: Estate.
LaCrosse, lb ....
water bathing. A swimming pool a car with a miniature replica of master of ceremonies, introduced
Benjamin S Whitehouse, late of
‘has been started and plans have Montpelier; a horrible driven by Dept. Commander Llewellyn Fortier
McNeUly,
p,
3b
Rockland, deceased, presented by
Wincapaw, rf ..
been made for Its completion when Maurice Brazier; float by John who extended greetings from the
Edith Randlett, admx.
M eehan & Son, consisting of a Department of Maine, and Goverthe camp is unoccupied.
Petition for Change of Name pre Chisholm. If ....
granite fireplace from which w ere, nor Barrows, who spoke briefly,
Near
the
water
tank,
water
for
Crcckett,
cf
....
sented for notice, asking that the
the camp being supplied from an being dispensed hot dogs as the ! commending the program carried on
name of Mabel A. Beal of Port Clyde
24 1 5 5 18 7 4
artesian well, there is a playfield parade passed through the crowd; by the American Legion and menbe change to Mabel A Balano. pre
and a level slope for a solarium. Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts o f ; tionlng th e Maine Exhibit at the
St.
George
0
0
3
6
0
2
x—11
sented by said Mabel A Beal.
The playfield is equipped with ten America; Highland Grange of War- Worlds F air at New York.
Petition for Perpetual Care of Rockland ........ 0 9 0 0 1 0 0— 1
Then William R. Wright, world
nis, badminton, and volley ball ren; a float by the James girls of
Two-base hits. Mackie, Lowell,
Burial Lot presented for notice:
courts, swings see-saws, and a space Cushing, picturing the recent clam title holder baton twirler, o f ,
Estate, Benjamin S Whitehouse, Dcwllng. Three ba'e hit, Mickle.
for group games.
chowder controversy, with Repre Springfield. Mass., gave a much en
late of Rockland, deceased, presen Base on balls, off 3mith 1. off McAt the end of a winding path is sentative Cleveland Sleeper the joyed exhibition of his skill with ,
ted by Edith Randlett of Augusta, Neilly 2, off Ellis 1. Struck out. by
the council ring, low benches set in chef, (the tomato was finally oust- the baton. At this point the fair
Smith 2, by Mc^eilly 3. by Ellis 2.
admx.
resumed business, all the booths t
semi-circular m anner about a ter
Accounts presented for notice: Double play, 3:nith, Dowling a m
race on which are three chairs hewn vester <nurse), Helen Bennett, Mar and games operating with a very
Mary L. Brewster, late of Rockland, Hawkins. Umpires. Monaghan and
from upright tree trunks and in garet Cully, Margaret Mersercau. good attendance which was also
deceased, first and final account Mealy. Scorer. Gow.
Dorothy Mathews, a vivid new front of which is an outloor fire Roberta Smith, Mildred Brown, nearly equalled on Friday night.
The use of bank funds to meet legiti
presented by Carrie B. Brown and
Awards were made thus: Chenille
If you want to get an idea of the player with the Surry Theatre, place. This is where the devotional Betty Swann, Robert Carter Is the
Lena B. Rokes, admxs.; Hattie P
mate seasonal or other needs, stimu
Piper, late of Rockport, deceased, unfilled wants of the people of this Surry. Maine, who has the starring exercises are held on Sunday, and chef, and Mrs. Carter assistant bedspread, Fred Hinckley; braided
lates business, creates employment,
rug, H enry Vose; doll, Charlene
first and final account presented by country, ask your wife to make a role in the lively comedy, “Grass the council fife on Saturday eve chef.
and adds to community wealth. W e
ning.
T he girls arc from various parts Spaulding; permanent wave at
Fred E. R Piper admr. c.t.a.; Alton list of the things she'd like for h er is Always Greener," the new play
are, therefore, always glad to make
W’hich has its first performance
The camp does n o t have elec Cl Maine from the other New Eng Peter P an Beauty Parlor. Shirley T.
E. Perry, late of Rockland, deceased, self, the children, and the house.
loans
to business men and other re
croquet set, Payson
anywhere next week, beginning tricity, kerosene lamps and lanterns land S tat’ s, Pennsylvania, and New Williams;
first and final account presented by
being used.
sponsible
persons in this community.
York.
George;
quilt,
Mrs.
Grace
Kirk,
Tuesday,
August
22.
Miss
Mathews
F rank E. Perry, admr; Nellie J. Stevens, late of Washington, de
This
federal
demonstration
area,
has
a
strongly
dramatic
role
in
the
If
a
loan
would serve you we shall
ceased, first and final account pre
“Three which is under the supervision of
be glad to cooperate to any proper
sented by Lyndon H. Stevens exr.; current production of
Buyers from All Over the
the National Park Service, is unique
Frances W. Potter, late of Medford, Sisters."
extent. W e in v ite your in q u irie s.
World—Free Open Listing
in the S tate of Maine. There are
Mass.,
deceased,
first
and
final
ac
E. A. STROUT REALTY
two others in New England, one in
HART'S TEAM WON
count presented by Grace Emily
AG ENCY, In c.
FIRST M O R TG A G E LO AN S
Rhode Island and the other in
Manning
admx.
c.t.a.;
Frank
M.
FRED A . D E A N
O N IM PR O V E D REAL E S T A T E
New
Hampshire.
Skowhegan Fair's horse-pulling
Packard, late of Owls Head, de
CAM DEN, M A IN E
This season the management of
Local R ep resen ta tiv e
ceased, first and final account pre program came to a close yesterday
TE LEPH O NE 418
CO LLATERAL L O A N S
sented by Clara E. Packard, admx. with a team owned by H. A. Hart activities a t Tanglewood Camp are
S T R O U T SE L L S REAL
SECUR ED B Y L ISTED S T O C K S A N D BO N D S
under
the
direction
of
Miss
Gladys
of
South
Hope
pulling
the
weight
Inventories filed: Estates of Wil
ESTATE
R ockland, Cam den, U n io n , V inalhaven, W a rre n
liam A. Luce, Rockport, $2039.13; load the remarkable distance of 272 B, Russell and the counselors In
Farms
Homes
B u s in e s s O p p o r t u n i t i e s
Benjamin S. Whitehouse, Rockland, feet and 8 inches, to win th e an- clude Mildred E. Marsden, Mar
9 2 *1 0 4
; $3060 55; Barbara Marie Ross, South nual sweepstakes handily. There garet Hatfield, Jo Ann Harback,
M E M B E R
F E D E R A L D E P O S IV /IN S U R A N C E
C O H P - i A A F i G J<
E stab lished 1868. M em b er Federal D e p o s it Insurance Corp.
I Thomaston, $1000; Margaret M. were nine teams entered in the r "arice Herbert, Eileen Conners,
27Stf
Aina Wray, Polly Perry, Ruth SylSpruce, Camden, $2720.43.
contest.

P ro b a te Court N ew s

W.

T w iligh t L eague

A m bitious A ces

F a ir A S u ccess

N O W IS THE TIME!

Surry T h eatre

S. E. E A T O N

LOANS

w e re

glad to make

W ANTED

K N O X COUNTY T R U ST C O M PA N Y

ROCKLAND SA V IN G S BANK

E v e ry -O tb e r-D a y

R ockland C o u rier-G azette, S a tu rd a y , A u g u st 19, 1939

TA LK O F TH E TO W N

Aug 19 (2 p m l—Crockett B lo c k educational Club unveiling ceremonies
for original Red Jacket bronze tablet.
Aug. 19—“Red Jacket Day."
Aug 19—Annual reunion of K ents
HUI School at K ents H1U.
Aug 20 Waldoboro— Annual service
at Oerman Lutheran Church.
Aug 20—Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Capt. Bells' Boat
Barn.
Aug. 22—Rockport—School of Instruc
tion. O E ? ,
Aug 23—Owls Head—Orange fair.
Aug 24 (2 30 to 5 1 - Tenants H a rb o rSilver tea. benefit Jackson Memorial
Library, at "The Crags".
Aug. 24—Annual auto tour of KnoxLincoln F ...:n Bureau.
Aug. 25—S ou th Thomaston Orange
and Church fair
Aug 25-27 Maine Aero Rendezvous
at Augusta.
Aug. 27 C ushing—Annual outing of
Knox County Pish and Game Associa
tion.
Aug. 29 31—Lincoln County Fair In
Damariscotta
Sept 11—Waldoboro—Schools open
Sept. 26 28—Union Fair.
REUNIONS
ug
and Mrs Lewis Taylor's. Smalleytown.
Aug 20—Light lam lly at Lookout S t a 
tion, Jefferson
Aug
23—Munk family at Maple
Grange hall. North Waldoboro
Aug 23—Payson-Pogler Family a t L.
P True home. Hope
Aug
23—Mank Family at Maple
Grange hall North Waldoboro.
Aug 30 Hills fam ily a t homo c f E.
A M atthews. Union.
Aug 30—W hitmore family with Mrs.
Maud Arey and Mrs Lena Allen a*
Barn Eyrie, Hulls Cove
Aug 30—Kalloch family at Penob
scot View Grange hall. Glen Cove.
Aug. 30—W entworth family at the
home of Mr and Mrs ATbert Alley.
East U nion.
Sept 2 — North Haven — Leadbetter
fam ily at Orange hall.

A streamlined yacht flying the
French flag passed by Thursday

All Boy Scouts are asked to make
The W.PA. crew which is
a special effort to take part in the straightening out the old brook ou
Red Jacket parade on Sunday. W ear Gay street, have found w hat was
uniforms if possible.
evidently a brick yard at one time,
many old bricks being unearthed, as
The power yacht Sirocco of New well as charcoal from the brick
York has been tied up at the Yacht kilns.
Club for several days, with engine
One of the work boats dragging for
trouble.
kelp for the kelp factory went
Joseph G ath is regretting over ashore In the dense fog Thursday
the loss of his thoroughbred race morning at Spruce Head, and sta rt
horse. Bootwood, which lie had ed leaking badly. She was towed
shot due to an accident in the to Rockland by th e White Head
Coast Guard crew.
pasture.
Ginger Rogers is coming to help
entertain the S trand Theatre p a
trons Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
and with her David Niven.. They
will appear in "Bachelor Mother";
Wednesday and Thursday, "Naughty
But Nice," featuring Dick Powell,
Gale Page and Ann Sheridan; F ri
day and Saturday, George Raft and
Claire Trevor in "I Stole a Million."
Harold L. K arl has an interesting
souvenir of the submarine Squalus
disaster in the form of a letter post
marked “Standing Over Squalus"
and bearing the autograph of
Harold C. Preble a Squalus su r
vivor. The letter was sent to Mr
Karl by Charles E. 'Prince of the
Portsmouth Navy Yard, who was
a college-mate of K arl at University
of Maine.
Soft Ball Playoffs
Play-off In th e Soft Bail
League begins next Tuesday
night at 6 o'clock, Post Office
team vs. Kiwanis Club. There
will be a play-off every night
except Saturday and Sunday un
til the series is completed.

Rev. Corwin H. Olds, minister of
the Congregational Church, and i
Chaplain of the 152d Field Artillery 1
Is expected to return from the 1st j
army maneuvers In Plattsburg, N.
Y„ in time to conduct the worship
service at his church here on next
Sunday.
The cachet of the summer resort
Past Office of Bayside is a woodcut
made by W entworth Shackleton
and is a small wood scene with the
old "turnstile" on the Indian Trail
In Bayville, in the foreground. It
being one of the few remaining
turnstiles In the State. ,
Mrs. Maude Cables will preside
after an intermission of six weeks
at the business meeting of Ruth
Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.. Mondav
night. A new password will be is
sued and communication from De
partment President Mrs. Ella Hen
derson. Milo, will be of interest to
all members.

A panorama picture of the Atlan| tic fleet taken while it was In
Lloyd Clark, Jr., has returned
i Rockland harbor In the summer of
from Houlton where he has been
1906. is exhibited in the northern
employed the past three weeks.
window of the Moore drug store,
attracting special attention at this
All Son of American Legicn s ie
particular time. There were three
requested to meet at Legion hall
Fred W. W ight's inquiry as to score of warships in the harbor that
a t 12 o'clock Sunday’. Members when the gas house blew up was summer.
note change of time.
answered yesterday by a feminine
reader who says th a t it was 58
Capt. Mert Haskell’s sloop Cuckoo
The proposal to change the date years ago this summer.
Her sank at her mooring Wednesday,
of Thanksgiving Day does not a p  brother, the late John H artnett when the centerboard stuck to bot
pear to be popular in Ro.-kiend or was playing inside with Dennis tom at the unusually low tide.
anywhere in New England for th a t Chaples and Dennis Cronin. H a rt Capt. Ardie Johnson, with his dragm atter.
nett suffered a broken leg and ger, and assisted by a crew of sail
broken Jaw He was attended by boat captains, raised her Thursday,
Commander John Gulstin asks
the late Dr. F. S. Hitchcock.
and the sloop is now reposing in
all members of Huntley Hill Post,
the Northend boat shop at the
V F .W , to meet a t the hall S u n 
A capricious current swung the Southend.
day afternoon to take part in the
governmci: lighthouse tender I le x
Red Jacket parade.
Roller skating at Ocean View
off her c u ’se Thurs la / and car
Ball Room starts this afternoon u n 
ried
her
ag
ilr.it
the
Carlton
Bridge,
Seventy Rotarians and guests a t
der most auspicious condition. The
tended Friday night's outing as smashing her upper deckhouse ar.d
big floor has been resurfaced and
guests of Dr. John Smith Lowe. A springing a mast. Officers planned
the ballroom redecorated. The new
to
have
,.er
dry
docker,
in
Boston
full report of the affair will appear
for inspe;u..n and repair of $2,000 proprietors have the best in skates
In Tuesday's Issue.
estimated damage. Damvge. to the and music and will operate a well
Widely scattered samples of bridge Itself was placed at "several run establishment, free from dust
water taken from the office of the thousand Collars," by Edffiunl P. a t all times.
Camden & Rockland Water Com Briggs, ti'c'ee superintendent.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaino Johnson of
pany, M irror Lake and the stops
School of Instruction for Dis Lake avenue, are entertaining Mr.
In Thom aston and Camden have
Johnson's sister, Mrs. Edna Alexson
evoked from the State Department trict 12 O.EJS . will be held in Rock
of Rocklin, Calif., and Mr. and Mrs.
port
Tuesday,
a
t
10
o'clock
and
2
of Health, a verdict that the serv
John Pasanen of New York. Mrs.
ice is completely free from bacteria. o'clock. Dinner will be served a t
12 30 by H arbor Light Chapter a t Alexson came East to visit her two
A new hydant has been installed 50c a plate. The school is under brothers, whom she had not seen
in front of Capt. Willis Snow's j the instruction of Mrs. G ertrude in 32 years; her brothers. Vaino
residence on Lake avenue. This is JBoody, District Deputy Grand Ma- J ° 'inson of this city! and John
the last of the six ordered by the tron. The worthy grand m atron Pasanen of New York,
City Government last spring after and other grand officers will be
Arthur R. Greenleaf. Commission
the discontinuance of the sta n d  present. Members of other Districts
er of Sea and Shore Fisheries an 
pipes used in filling the sprinkling and States are invited to attend.
nounces th a t he is closing the
truck. I t will doubtless interest
waters
adjacent to Long Cove to
many readers to know th at Rock Miss Elizabeth S. Hagar of Rock
lobster fishing, crab fishing, or to
land.
recently
elected
supervisor
of
land now has 90 hydrants and th a t
the use of hook nets or any other
connected with the entire system of music in the schools of Skowhegan
contrivances for catching lobsters.
and
Bingham
is
at
present
in
E
ng
The Camden & Rockland W ater
The waters thus closed begin a t the
Company there are 220 inclusive land where she has been taking a
extreme
end of Clark Island, ru n 
of the cement plant and other p ri course in literature and history
with a group of Boston University ning westerly to the St. George
vate hydants.
students under Professor Getchell. Granite Co's, wharf.
Bhe
receives her degree this year
1 Beano a t Legion hall Tuesday
The large set of farm buildings at
night; door prize and special from th a t institution. Miss H agar South Union, owned by Henry H.
prizes. Adm. 15c —adv.
99-S-tf was educated in the schools of Rock Stickney of ^elm o n t, M ass, was
land, is a graduate of Gorham Nor
destroyed by Are Wednesday night
Now it's “Boomps a Daisy"—the mal school and Boston University. with the exception of one small
new dance craze sweeping the coun She has studied one year at Bates structure. A neighor saw the barn
try which will replace the "Lam  College, taken summer courses at struck by lightning during the heavy
beth Walk"—read about ft in the University of Colorado. American shower and in a few minutes the
full page feature in the American Institute of Normal Methods at place was an Inferno. The house
Weekly Magazine with the August Lasell Seminary, from which she was unoccupied but W alter Burgess
was graduated and a t Castine N or
20 Boston Bunday Advertiser.
had a large quantity of hay stored
mal school. After graduating from
99’ lt
in the barn.
1Gorham she taught for two years
at Presque Isle Normal training
The VF.W. Auxiliary met Mon
school, fifth grade, with music in day night and appointed three new
R A D IO REPAIRING
the upper grades. For six years chairmen: Dorothy Jones, legisla
AU makes—Certalnteed Work
she was one of the faculty of Rock tion; Elizabeth Noonan, hospitaliza
W'e Stork AU Makes of Tubes
land Junior High, teaching litera tion; and Hilda Suomela, historian.
R. F. Crockett Garage
ture and music. She was born in I t was decided to postpone the
ROUTE 1,
ROCKPORT, ME.
Rockland,
the daughter of the late picnic which was to be held next
0 8 -1 0 3
Ernest E. and Loey S. Hagar.
Sunday at Spruce Head on account

S A N D Y SHORES
SOUTH WARREN, ROUTE 1

••Where Home Atmosphere
Prevails"
CHICKEN BARBECUE 35c

BATHING

FISHING

FREE PICNIC GROUNDS
STEW'S
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
CONFECTIONERY
TONICS

96 tf

BURPEE'S
M O R T IC IA N S
Ambulance Service
T E L S . 3 9 0 A N D 7 8 1 -1
3 6 1 -3 6 5 M A I N

ST. R O C K LA N D
1 1 9 -tf

TH E RED JACK ET
IReprinted by special request]
There’s a bustle in the shipyard of the builder Deacon George,
A pounding of th e ham mers and a ringing of the forge;
A smell of tar and oakum and the tread of hustling feet,
And masts are standing stark and haughty, waiting for the sheet.

P ag e T h re e

In The

Churches

For straining at her cradle is the latest clipper bark,
White decks agleam above her hull as black as ebony dark;
Sharp as a wedge, swift and hardy, as th a t Indian sagamore,
"The Red Jacket" whose massive form upon her prow she bore.
The builder looks her over with his keen blue Thomas eyes,
And nods In satisfaction at the sleekness of his prize;
“By jove," he thunders to his men as he gives his thigh a slap.
“I'll bet her full square riggin' she ll put Rockland on the map."
Flood of tide, November two, in eighteen fifty-three,
At eleven noon, the hundreds cheer as hammers knock her free;
Steadily and gracefully she moves along the way,
Till suddenly she’s floated on calm Penobscot Bay.
From New York she points to eastward with a crew that's of the best,
Some days the wind is due sou'east, and some 'tis west sou’west;
Sometimes she glides 'neath moon and sun or threatening mackerel
sky.
Then she pierces snow and rain and crests th at break mast high.
Roars Captain Asa Eldridge as the helmsman s arm he gripped.
“In seven years of crossing this’s the roughest sea I've shipped;
Shake a leg all hands on board, pile on canvas all your might.
We ain't lost a rope yarn yet and she's passed every sail in sight!”
So on she flies, her white wings full till th e lookout sights a crag,
And channel boats she overhauls as if their anchors drag;
"We've skun 'em all to Liverpool" yells the Captain all agog,
“Just thirteen days, one hour, twenty-five minutes for the crossing
by her log."
There's a roaring cheer of welcome from the dock by English tars,
As they greet the fastest clipper to fly the Stripes and Stars;
And Rockland hearts are happy this bright January day,
As they clasp the hand of George Thomas, who sent her down the
way.
A palm to Rockland, builder, crew, for th e record that was born!
A laurel wreath on the boundless deep for the Red Jacket th a t
is gone;
And yet there are countless harbors to gain, and billows to ride
anew,
Bo we give our hopes, our prayers, our cheers, to The Red Jacket
that Is new!
Ethel Thomas Sezak.
Great-grand-niece of George Thomas.
[Based on facts from the 1853-54 files of The Courier-Gazette]

(Clip for future reference In anticipation of a noteworthy announce
ment.—Ed. 1

RED JA C K ET NOTES
The signal flags and colors make
a most attractive picture of Main
street and the Public Landing
area.
• • • •
The late Capt. Jonathan W.
Crocker, father of Mrs E. D. Spear,
of Maple street was a spectator
when the Red Jacket, after her rec
ord shattering trip to Liverpool, still
further broke precedent by docking
without the aid of tugs.
• • • •

MRS. FREEMAN SAW IT

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I saw the* meteor Tuesday night
on my way home from Wallston a n i
' It certainly was a magnificent sight,
j At first I thought it was a plane
' and th a t the sparks were from the
exhaust, but they were from the
tail of the meteor.
Mrs. Clarence Freeman
T enant's Harbor, Aug. 1!>.

A P P L E T O N M ILLS

SERMONETTE

W hat Is Your Creed?
Did you, by any chance, ever
attend a World Friendship
Service? If not, how do you
think a colored choir might sing
the spiritual “Steal Away to
Jesus?" They sing it just as
Congregationalists, Universallsts
of Methodists would, only a little
better, more raptly and wistfully.
Have you an idea your choir
sings "Send Out Thy Light"
more tenderly than Lutheran
young men and women? Of
course not. Are the Scriptures
read better or with deeper u n 
derstanding In your church than
young King Wong of China, or
Miss Mary Arzurgian from Asia
can read God's word to you? Oh!
I tell you no. And yet Just one
short year ago this young lady
could not speak English.
Italian Methodists sing as
sweetly as they do at the P ra tt
Memorial Church; and I certain
ly used to love to hear them The
Helenic Orthodox choir sing the
Majestic hymns to God s praise
just as others do.
Is It not thrilling to think
th at all over this nation, from
all parts of the world men and
women, boys and girls. Catholic,
Protestant, Jewish and many
other faiths can Join In wor
ship to their common God in
song, sermon and prayer? Rev.
Tommaso Callandro pronounces
the benediction exactly as would
Bishop McCarty or Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald.
W hat is your creed? Whether
It is liberal or strictly Orthodox
is entirely in the keeping of your
own conscience. You may not
have a creed but to all God calls
across the Ages, "Follow M e”
That which we dally live and see,
we know is temporal but th a t
which is unseen abides and is
eternal. "God is a spirit and
they th a t worship him m ust
worship him in spirit and in
truth.” So as American Chris
tians. native born, or adopted,
we worship God in fear of no
one.—William A. Holman

ately after the morning service.
SO UTH TH OM ASTON
I Christian Endeavor convenes at
6.30 p. m. The praise service on
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lester and
Tuesday evening at 7.30 will be in children of Portland were guests
charge of Rev. Richard W. Gray.
of Mrs. James Mitchell the past
• • • •
week.
At the Congregational Church the
Mrs. Fannie Ricker and daughter
morning service of public worship Edith of Reading, Mass., have re
[ will be at 10.30 a. m. Guest turned home after spending two
| preacher for the day will be Rev. weeks at their Pleasant Beach cot
| J. Harold Gould of West Bridge- tage.
water, Mass.
Miss Agnes Larsen of Bangor was
• • • •
guest Sunday of Mrs. Fred Ripley.
Charles Ellis will supply the pulMrs. Frances Norton and daugh
j pit a t the Methodist Church, his ters have returned from a visit with
I subject “A Living Faith."
Mrs. Norton’s sister In. Liberty.
• • • •
Miss Virginia Parsons of Portland
“Mind" is the subject of the Les who has been visiting Miss Barbara
son-Sermon that will be read in Mitchell has returned home.
all Churches of Christ, Scientist
Miss Medora Thorndike of Mal
on Aug. 20. The Oolden Text is:
den, Mass., passed last weekend
"Who hath known the mind of the
with friends here.
Lord?
o r( who hath been his j
counsellor? . . . For of him, and I Mrs. George Brown of Ingraham
through him, and to him, are all Hill spent a few days with Miss
things: to whom be glory for ever." i Susie Sleeper the past week.
(Romans 11:30 38i. The citations I Miss Helen Sleeper arrived Tues
from the Bible include the follow- j day from Boston where she attend
) ing passages: “But to us there Is ' ed the summer session of Boston
but one God, the Father, of whom University.
, are all things, and we In him; and j Mr. and Mrs. A rthur Ricker of
I one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are Malden, Mass., visited friends and
all things and we by him." (Corln- relatives here the past week.
Mrs. Eva Sleeper. Mrs. Nettie
| thians 8:6).
Kittredge, Mrs. Flora Baum, Mrs.
Aurelia Ripley and Miss Buste
THE FINAL CONCERT
Sleeper were luncheon guests Fri
day of Mrs. Lillian Pillsbury at her
The final concert in the series of Owls Head cottage.
three given by The Curtis String
Mrs. Richard Hodson and son
Quartet takes place Sunday night Spalding motored Friday to Lewis
a t 820 at the C aptain Eells Boat ton. Mr. Hodson who has been a t
Barn, Rockport. The program will tending Bates College this summer
be:
returned with them.
Quartet In D flat Opus 15,
Dohnanyl
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowers of
Quartet In D major. O pus 64 5
(The Lark).
Haydn
Winthrop. Mass, and Mrs. Lena
Plano Quintet Opus 34.
Brahms
(Mrs Edith Evans Braun, collaborating) Simmons of this place are at Mrs.
Those who have not been priv Simmons’ home here for a few
ileged to hear the Q uartet should weeks.
Mrs. Ruth Kirk of Drain, Ore.,
do so, for it is a musical experience
never to be forgotten. Each of Mrs. Miriam Rezac. Mr. and Mrs
the players (Jascha Brodsky, violin, Alan Kidd and son Alan left here
Charles Jaffe, violin, Max Aronoff, Friday for their homes, after spend
viola. Orlando Cole, cello) Is an a r ing a few weeks a t the Bartlett
’
tist in his own right, backed by home.
• • • •
superior training and experience.
Cemetery Association
Together they form one of the finest
The officers and members of the
chamber music ensembles before
the public today, not only In this Cemetery Improvement Association
country but abroad. The atmo are pleased to announce a t this
spheric old boat bam a t Rockport time, that every lot, excepting those
affords an ideal setting for cham leaving perpetual care, was given
ber music performance, and the the second mowing the first week
true music lovers who make up the In August. It is hoped by having
audiences provide opportunity to the grass cut at this time many
hear the music In all its beauty of the weeds may be eradicated.
Sincere appreciation is extended
land significance. While practically
' all seating capacity has been sold to the friends from away. By their
out, it is still possible to procure co-operation this work is made
Ella D. Watts
some seats, and those wishing to possible.
President of the Association
attend this final concert are re
minded to communicate with Max
Aronoff, Camden—2445, promptly.

Miss Florence Gushee of Boston,
The Pdblic Landing facilities will who spent last weekend with Mrs.
be strongly policed during em Lizzie Newbert, visited friends in
M ABEL F . L A M B
barkation hours Sunday to elimi-j this vicinity last Saturday.
nate possibility of accident at the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherman and
A free lecture will be given at 8
TEACHER OF
float. An ambulance and a Coast Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene, a t
o’clock Aug. 24 at the First Church
Guard boat will be in readiness tended a meeting in Albion, last
of Christ, Scientist, by Dr. John R.
should mischance occur.
Wednesday night, sponsored by Al
Carr, C B S . The public is invited. TELEPHONE 1026.
ROCKLAN
• • • •
bion Creamery, Inc.
99*101
Tomorrow's parade, starting at
Miss Christine Bessey, who is em
1.30 sharp from the Maine Central
ployed at the home of Albert Sher
Station, promises to be one of the
man, spent last weekend at her
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
longest In local history. National
home in Albion.
Rev.
E O. Kenyon, rec'or, the serv
Guard, Coast Guardsmen, a large
Mrs. Lawrence Gushee, son Larry, l e t for lom ir'cw will be apptoprl- i
delegatiaon from the C C C . Cam p’
and sister of Philadelphia, called ate for Lie eleventh Sunday U ter
at Camden, men from the Ameri
on friends here recently, enroute to Trinity: Ma’ins a: 7 .0 ; Hc,y Com
can Seaman and the Joseph Con
Drive O ut To
Nova Scotia.
munion a t 7 30. Ho’y Eucharist i nd
rad, Boy Scouts, firemen, floats and
Recent visitors in this vicinity sermon at :9.’>0; Vespers at 8 30.
civic groups will be featured. The
• • • •
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pease of
parade will proceed up Union
Massachusetts.
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial
street to Talbot avenue, thence to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Luther
Calderwood
Church
Sunday
the
pulpit
will be
U. S. R O U T E 1, SO U T H W A R R E N
Main street and south on Main to
and children of Woronoco, Mass., supplied by Rev. Martin Storms of
Public Landing past the reviewing
Specializing in Full Course
returned home Wednesday, after Houlton. Morning worship at 10.30
stand.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Grace with a solo by Walter Griffin. The
• • • •
church School meets at 1145 and
All business houses are urgently Brown.
Miss Jean Hammond of South the Christian Endeavor at 6.'
requested to display their sidewalk
Portland, is guest of Miss Olive Praise service and sermon a t 7.15
flags on Sunday.
Gushee.
• • • •
with a selection by the choir,. Prayer
Mrs. Blanche Brown is visiting meeting Tuesday night at 7.30.
Several fine floats have been en
Served Every Sunday, 12 to 7 P. M .
• • • •
tered in Sunday's parade from Le Mrs. Addle Robbins and Miss Muriel
906tf
gion Fair lists in Thomaston.
Robbins in Portland.
The guest preacher at the First
• • • •
Ivan Sherman, who has been a t Baptist Church on Sunday will be
An admirable Job of decorating tending the summer session a t the Rev. Richard W. Gray of Orange,
Main street and the Public Landing University of Maine, has returned N. J. “The Unchanging Christ for
area has been done by Austin to th e home of his parents, Mr. and a Changing World” will be the sub
Brewer and Mike Ristaino with the Mrs. Albert Sherman, for the re ject of the morning message. In
aid of three helpers and a truck m ainder of the summer.
the evening Mr. Gray will preach on
from thd fire departm ent. I t is
Mrs. Marie Hammons, daughters the subject “Is God Dead?" The
doubtful If Main street ever looked Jean and Cynthia and son Norman, soloist a t both services will be
so festive, even w ith its Christmas were recent guests of Miss Fannie Chester Wyllle of Warren. Church
decorations. Signal flags from the Gushee.
School will meet at 11.45, immediMaritime Commission were used to
great advantage.
• a • •
All Boy Scouts are asked to be at
the railroad station Sunday at 1
of the Red Jacket celebration. A o'clock ready for parade duty.
NEW MANAGEMENT
M A K K IE D
baby shower was held for the new
Cole-dcRochemont — At Pratt M em o
The doughnut m an made his ap
rial M. E Church. Rockland. Aug. 18. mascot Marcia Ann Jones, daughter
by Rev Harold Metzner. Garnold L. of Dorothy Jones. She received pearance on Main street yesterday
NEW SKATES
NEW MUSIC
Cole of New South Portland and
ABSOLUTELY DUSTLESS
Helen K deRochcmo: t of Rockland.
lots of nice baby things. Mrs. Bes advertising the delicious freshRobinson-Ames— At South Portland.
FLOOR RECONDITIONED—NO ROUGHNESS
Aug. 12. Horace Robinson and Mrs Irma sie Dailey, a member of the Aux every-hour product of Perry’s Mar
(C O N SE R V A T O R S)
Ames, both of Camden
kets.
iliary
is
seriously
ill
a
t
Knox
Hos
Fales-Booth—At Philadelphia. Aug 19
Henry Pales of Thom aston and Miss pital.
Dorothy Booth of Philadelphia.
Col. Llewellyn C. Fortier, Depart
Skating Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays
Owing to our large truck and car business
ment Commander of the American
There
is
no
substitute
for
kind
DIED
Legion
of
Maine
has
appointed
we are discontinuing our line o f Philco R e
McIntosh—At Rockland, Aug.
19, ness.
Hector G. Staples, P ast Department,
Emma (H untley), widow ->f Theodore
S McIntosh, aged 84 years, 3 m onths.
Commander as membership chair
frigerators and A ir Conditioners.
O nly
27 d r. 3. Funeral Monday at 2 o ’clock
frem Burpee funeral home.
man of District 3 which includes
MEMORIALS TO SUIT
Rackliff — At St. Oeorge. Aug. 16.
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc |
FIVE left.
Barry Eugene, Infant son of (Mr. and
EVERY DESIGN
Mrs. Bernard RackllfT, nged 17 days.
Counties, and has also appointed
PREFERENCE
Interment at Spruce Head.
Austin P. Brewer to represent Knox
Come early and realize a Tremendous Sav
Whatever your requirements may
Pounty as County Membership
CARD OF THANKS
be for an appropriate monument,
We. In deep appreciation, express our
Chairman; Spencer Gay, Damaris
you can be confident in our
ing on A m erica’s m ost economical and m ost
thanks to Dr. Gilmore Soule. Mrs 1
ability to meet them. You may
cotta, to represent Lincoln County
Eleanor Sayward, Miss Eliza Steele.
Rev Gray, and neighbors, friends and
prefer a modest stone distin
practical electric refrigerator.
i and Gardner Rogers. Bath to rep
relatives, for th e many acts of kindness.!
guished by its simplicity, or your
the beautiful flowers, and use of cars
resent Sagadahoc County. With an
choice may be for one more elab
during the Illness and death of our
Ambulance Service
j objection of 10,000 members for 1
baby.
orate In size or design. In either
•
Mr and Mrs. Wendell C. F lin t
case, we will recommend one th at
1940 and the National Convention in
•
will be suitable upon request.
Boston
in
1940,
D
epartm
ent
officers
CARD OF THANKS
R U SSE LL
We wish to sincerely thank all those
estimate t h at 7500 Legionnaires
Wra. E. Dom an & Son,
who showed so m uch kindness and
FU NER AL HOME
from Maine will attend.
INC.
sympathy to u s In our great sorrow,
and to extend our deepest appreciation
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL, 662
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
98-99
for the bcaulful flowers.
398tl
ROCKLAND, ME.
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
Never argue with a women whose
Mr and Mrs. F James Ray. Mr and
98-tf
Mrs. Worlngton L. Gllchrtst.
•
shoes are killing her.
S t. G eorge

P IA N O

FOR A DELICIOUS SU N D A Y M EA L

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

CHICKEN OR D U C K DIN NER S
H om e S ty le , 8 5 C ents

For Sale at Cost

R O LLER SK A T IN G
OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM

PHILCO

E lectric R e fr ig e r a to r s

O PEN S SA T U R D A Y , A U G , 19

B0YNT0N01L&M 0T0RC0.INC

FR IE N D SH IP

W A LD O BO R O

Every-Other-Dar

R ockland C o u rier-G arette, S a tu rd a y , A ugust 19, 1939

Pa pre F o u f

W ARREN

WHERE DANCER LURKED

j at North Warren the past three
j weeks, will return Sunday to BronxI ville, N. Y. His family will remain

C ou rier-G azette C ross-W ord P u zzle

Misses Ethel and Winifred Emens,
f t f t f t ft
I here until the last of the month.
their mother and Mrs. M. Fessenden
ft ft ft ft
ALENA
L. 8 T A R R E T T
Albert Hill, who has been a paall of Binghamton. N. Y„ are spend
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
1
Correspondent
4
ing the month at the E. J. Beckett
! tient at the Memorial Hospital in
b 7
1 2 3
5
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
cottage. Bradford's Point.
' Damariscotta, after an accident in
ft ft ft ft
IO II l l
14
13
9
j which he received a broken leg. has
Tel. 4®
Mr and Mrs Frank Early and
p
Tel. 27
Jreturned home.
children Frances. Robert and Rich
i
17
lb
15
ard went Sunday to their home in
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawrence ' Rev. and Mrs George Hudson and
Mrs. Evelyn Campbell and son,
2 i
Meriden. Conn, after spending a of stetson have been visiting M r.! family cf Mansfield, Mass., on their
io
18
19
Cohn, who have been vacationing
two weeks vacation in the Thomp- Jand Mrs Phillip Simmons.
way to Whitney, were callers Wedhere the past month with Mrs.
w
son cottage. Mr. and Mrs. James
Gordon Teague of North Wey- nesday afternoon at the home of
n
Campbell’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cray of West Roxbury’. Mass., are mouth. Mass., is guest of Miss Ber- Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
i.6 29
Charles Kaler have returned to
now occupying the same.
j tha Teague and Mr. and Mrs. Edw
2.7
X5
Miss Helen Kelso has returned to
Newport, R. I.
Rcbert Moore and group of boys win Teague
Wakefield, Mass., after being guest
5h
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hufnagel and
from Camp Wapelo have retu rn ed , William Barrett of Cambridge, for a few days at the home of Miss
31 3i
daughter of Providence, were guests
from a three day canoing and hik- M ass, spent the weekend with Mrs Bertha Starrett. and Mrs. William
5b
[
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Jose
ing trip at Damariscotta Lake and B arrett and Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Kelso.
vicinity.
I
Clark.
phine Storer.
Chester Wyllie will be sdoist Sun
^7
59 46
42 43
56
41
Mr. and Mrs Wilfred Kershaw of
Mrs. Harold Drewett and daugh- day morning at the First Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Hall, son Elmo Hall
W
Lowell. Mass., returned home Tues- j ter Mary Ludwig are visitors at the
and Katherine Whytock. of Mexico
Church in Rcckiand.
MU
4b
47
45
day after spending a delightful two home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
were guests Sunday of Supt. and
Mrs
Louella
Manchester
of
Cam
Mrs A D. Gray. Miss Esther
weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Drewett in Norwell. Mass
51 52
50
48 49
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Copeland den has been guest this week of
Wood, a member of the teaching
E. J. Beckett.
Mrs.
Katherine
Wade.
Mr and Mrs Oeorge Watkins of returlMKl Wednesday from a motor
staff of the Gorham Normal School
Si
5b 57
55
54
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson
Framingham Mass are occupying
to Lyndon Centre. Vt where
and her parents Mr. and Mrs. John
to
the A W Rodamer apartm ent d ur-j tl«y 'b ite d Mrs. Nancy Eastman entertained at a family picnic party
F. Wood of Bluehill passed last
58
bl
59
ing a ^ t i o n .
R
„
h at Pleasant Point Sunday in the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Gray.
W
Mrs Marion W Carey and daugh- ' Mrs ° ° rdon
and dau«h- Leila Clark cottage Present were
bi
1
Schools will open Sept. 11 instead ,
fcl
ter Mary returned Sunday to Lowell. Mr. and Mrs Walter Gay, Mr and
ter Barbara of Wood Ridge, N. J.
of Sept. 5.
Mass., after a visit w ith Mr. and j Mrs. Bryan Robinson and Charles
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Mrs. Cora Wolfe and Miss Janice
V ER TIC AL (C o n t)
H O RIZO NTAL
H O RIZO NTAL (C on t.)
Mrs. Henry Batchelder. Mr Dodge Robinson of this town, and Mr. and
Beckett at Four Gables” for three
Eugley of Malden. M ass, are visit
14-G uide
1 -F ree zln g w ea th er
4 5 -S m a ller
motored here for her and spent the , Mrs. Winfield Brackett of T h:m weeks. Mr. Carey will Join them for
19- Land m easu re
,
ing at the home of Jesse V. Benner
5 -B u ry
40-M ak e a m ista k e
wekend at the Batchelder home aston.
20- T lm e period
9 - A v e g e ta b le
one week's stay later.
50- W in g t of a h o u se
Mrs. Harold R Smith has re
Mr and Mrs. George Burns and
Mrs. Willard Hall has returned to 10- AJar
24- ln eq u a titiee
5 1 - C on jun etlon
Misses Mary Packard and Paulturned from Coopers' Mills where
„
,
____ . .-.on, Robert Bums of Boston, and Newton, M ass. after spending a I3-G reek god of w ar
25- 160 sq u are rode
5 3 -D ln
ine
Starrett.
who
are
on
annual
26- P rofound
she nas been visiting.
15- T ardler
5 5 - Behold
Waldoboro were callers Wednesday week at her home
vacation from Maine General Hos
28- Repaet
56- C on trad ict
at the home of Mrs. Nellie Orbeton J Men employed in raising the G ar- 16- E gyp tlan god
Mrs. Geneva Homan and Miss
2 9 - S eg m en t
pital are on a trip to the New York
17- G lve
5 8 - D o m estica te
Ruth Homan of Portland were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson and diner block to the new bridge level 16-D lned
30- S erf
59- A serp en t (p i.)
World's Fair.
32-N . Cen. S ta te of
guests last weekend of Miss Audrey
family have returned to Clncinati,) and in repairs to the building are 19-A ecen d
5 1 -P recio u a m etal
Mr and Mrs. George Wallace and
U n ited Statea(abbr.'i
< 2 -J o ln t
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs M. Hiram Libby. Frank Hathorne, 21- S a ln te (abbr.)
Wy.nan They were accompanied
grandson James and Mr. and Mrs
:34-P repoaltion
22- F abled dem on
83-W
orah
ip
And h ere is the fam ous In d ia n Rork on th e S t. G eo rg es River. It
R Robinson
Henry Jones, Stedman Taylor, and
on teti'in by Mist Wyman.
'3 6 -A sin g in g voice
23- P reflx in d ica tin g th e
John McDonough and child Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Augusta Moon and Bruce Peters of Thomastcn. The
137-Exhaueted
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. figures in th e legen d s of In d ian d .-ys. Located on B u r to n ’s Farm , Cushing. of East Walpole. Mass., are at
daw n (G eol.)
V ER TIC AL
.3 9 -Suffix usad to denote
children, Herbert and Elma re building was lifted 17 Inches to con ?5-Bua»le
Stanley I. Bailey and guest Mrs.
the Thompson apartment.
1
co n d itio n
27-M oiat
turned
last
Saturday
from
a
visit
form
w.th
the
level
of
the
bridge
Rose Brown of Philadelphia visited
C U SH IN G
Mrs. John Northcott of New Bed
49-Pr;aon room s
30- C om p arative suffix
1- N otab le a ct
with Mr. and Mrs. R alph Bridges now under construction.
Tuesday in Portland.
4 3 - F in ish ed
31- C ut In sm a ll cu b es
2 - Graded
ford, Mass was guest of honor at
in Attleboro. Mass. Miss Virginia
Mrs. F. I. Geyer is with her
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Campbell and 33-C on su m ea
4 4 - W ic k e d n e tt
3 - U n it
Miss Muriel Demuth of Worces
a
party
recently
given
by
Miss
4 6 - W a ste over
Bridges and Wilfred Love of Attle daughter. Miss Marlon Campbell of S 5 -F ren ch p a in ter and 4 - Tow ard
ter. Mass who has been visiting daughter Mrs. H J Marshall who A nd the L egends C oncern Helen Carr of Thomaston.
47- Peraonal bravery
5 - W ith In
en g ra v er
ing T h em , A s Tcld By
boro who came with Mrs Moon and ‘ Scuthboro. Mass , summering at
her aunt Mrs Robert Mitchell since * recovering from illness.
4 9-W an d er
6 - M ariner
36- An E n glish title
family
remained
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
their
former
home
at
North
Warren.
May is in Newport, R I., where she
Mr and Mrs. Mandeville and Mrs.
Luthera B a rto n
5 2 -E g y p tla n river
7 - Obl iterate
37- S te a m sh ip (ab b r.)
TEN A NTSHA RB O R
John Marshall over the weekend. have had as guests Miss Ellura 3 $ -H ero ic poem
54-O baerve
8 - Leaae
will be guest of friends for a few Wilson of Worcester, Mass have reBillerica. Mass. Aug 13
5 7 -S e 'f
9 - Loud brazen sound
Callers Wednesday a t the home Euck and Arnold Buck of Bangor.
4 1 - H igh (m u sic.)
turned home after a visit at P:l<
Edmund Ulmer and family of
weeks before returning home.
59- B ecau se
11- A fop
arly E n glish
Editor of The Black Cat:—
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace are 4 2 - E(abb
Massachusetts arrived last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs Fred S tarre tt were
60- A c o n tin e n t (abbr.)
r.)
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash visited Point.
12- R elieved
Recently I have read in your for a vacation.
Mrs.
Albert
Hodgdon
and
Mrs
Mar
moving to the Isaac E. S tarrett
Mr. and Mrs. Weeks. Mr and
(Answer To Previous Puzzle >
with relatives Sunday in Lynn,
-------------- •
column various stories about the , Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Rivers of guerite Peterson
of Gardiner. place, middle road to Union, which
Mrs
Chappel
with
Mr
and
Mrs
union, the lunch served under the
Mass.
so-called Indian Rock and Cat Rock Massachusetts are guests for two c h a r * s and Nalhali* Wal1 of W t,t they have bought.
E
n
direction of Miss Bertha Starrett
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston Savory cf Boston who were at on the St. Georges River. As both
D resd en
E g U
Irven Gammon Is moving to the Mrs W.lllam Kelso. Mrs. Alena
□
weeks of Mrs. Ida Rivers
the Egerton cottage for a few
and guests, Mr. and Mrs. Harrv
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford. Wallace property, from the Camp- .gtgyrett, John S tarre tt and Oscar
these rocks are located on the shore
A S
a
Mr and Mrs. Arthur W atts, Mrs.
Or.nnell of Houltcn, Mrs Harriet weeks returned home Monday
a □ tT 1
E sta rre tt. Among those present
Mr. and Mrs. P F Broughton of the farm where my family lived Bertha Maxwell and Mrs. Harry N. J who has been summering with bell place in Ncrth Warren.
Young and Miss Cora Young of
□ a 1 gD! E
Mr nad Mrs. Ansel M. Hilt were Were several who had attended the
nave returned from a business trip for nearly 200 years. I feel you Paterson motored recently to Ston her parents Mr and Mrs Edwin
Bangor, and Russell Winchenbach
should know the stories as they were ington.
□ R R1
Teague sailed Wednesday on the gU<sts Bundav of Mr. and Mrs first reunion of the S tarrett -Spear
to New York.
were in Portland Saturday to a t
E
T
T
S
S
Normandie
from
New
York
starrett'
in
Friendship
told
in
our
family.
J Fulton Ferguson of Woodbridge
Mr and Mrs Byron Boyles have
families.
tend the wedding of James Young
for
six
weeks
visit
In
France
where
Mrs
May
sta
rre
tl
u
ls
homc
from
Accompanying
is
a
snapshot
of
and New Haven. Conn., with a
opened their cottage for a short va
Ellis Spear Jr., of Newton Centre.
to Miss Lorena Austin of Portland
IT IC IN IT ]
she will concentrate on the study Portland for over th€ weekend
party of six friends Joined Mrs. the rock which <ou call the Indian cation.
Mass., read the poem "Rocks,” and
Ta ^ ■ A
of
French
She
.will
travel
in
the
Mrs
Flora
Jones
L
s
spending
this
Mrs Belle Poland entertained at Ferguson at their farm this week Rock. We have always known this
Charles Wall is recovering from
remarks were heard from Dr. A H.
EM
country
until
Sept.
1.
after
which
1
week
wjLh
Mj.
as
Man
Rock.
I
am
sure
it
is
the
the surprise birthday party Monday for the remainder of the month.
ar.d Mrs. Chester St. Clair Chase who pointed out the
week
illness.
s T
she will located in ~
Pans.
During
WaUace
same
one
you
mean,
as
there
is
a
night in honor of her grandson.
Halsey Flint and Beverly Geyer
Tne estate of Frank Nevers has
tg MB a
w S Stackhouse, accom- fact th at such reunions should conDonald French. Guests were Mr. were business visitors last Saturday spring of cold w ater on the bank been sold at public auctiin to Bern her visit she will take pictures. Her
t.nue
and
that
all
must
again
rereturn is scheduled for Oct. 9 Miss
* fay
H#tUe MBcFjrjand.
behind it.
and Mrs. Karl Hoffses, Mr. and in Port Clyde.
ard Smalley.
Teague
has
been
teacher
of
French
Charlcs
y
and Mrs c tu .n to the stem realities of life. this place; and several aunts and
The
story
goes
th
a
t
an
Indian
be
Mrs. Wilbur Hilton, Mr and Mrs.
Oscar Young was engaged Mon
Guests at the home of Mr. and
E bert Starrett, representative to
Lowell Wallace. Mr. and Mrs. Wayne day in road dragging on the H a th  hind this rock fired at a man rowing Mrs. John Reid are Mr and Mrs in Cranford High School the past Scou Coburn recent, vli!ted Mrs
legisiatu e asked th a t each member uncles
years.
across the river. The man fell over Thomas Slimmon Mrs Janet Tice 16Mr
Heald. Floyd Benner, Mrs. Myrt.e orne’s Point road.
and Mrs Henrv Teaaue J » « ily Hodgkins at the h:«ne of her
p.,-3onal contacts in order to
Sendees were held Tuesday at
Marcho. Mrs. Donald French, Mr.
Miss Eleanor Orne. daughter of in the boat u n h u rt, and when the and sen Thomas, Mrs Grace Abbott
n r h tx h .v . m tnrnlrt hnmi. a o .r
Mrs W * Mallett In North Drc;ur,
^largi
tg?r ___________
attendance. Rev the residence and were largely atprocure
and Mrs. Frank Stetson, and tne Mr and Mr Alfred Orne is a, boat drifted in and the Indian and daughter Mayne. Mrs Ab Machias have returned home after Waldobcro.
W S. Stackhouse also spoke briefly tended. Rev Mr Van Deman of
guest of honor. Mr. French
Knox Hospital for an appendectomy waded out to claim the scalp, the bott's solo singing in The Church being guests for a few days of Mr.
____________
the Methodist Church officiated, asand Mrs. Edwin Teague and Miss
Starrett-Spear Family
Mrs Blanche Dodge of Worcester. Her sister Miss Bernice Orne ha., man sat up and shot the Indian
r A c r r o ic w n s u iD
! stst* d by Rev' O uy Vannah
The
on the Hill has been greatly en
Bertha Teague.
Cat Rock is not far frem Man
; Parker L. S tarrett of Portland
Mass, has been guest the past week taken her place at the Mann cotI r K IK P M U D rT lr
abundance of lovely flowers exjoyed.
Mr and Mrs. George Newbert of was re-elected president of the
Reck, but it is not the same thing
of Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
tage.
, n
v i.- ,' pressed the affectionate regard of
Thomas Tice entertained a few
M -s Edith A. Miller of Brooklyn r ;
, ,
.
, ,
The annual exercises at the Old
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal en ter This is a hum ped-up ledge that is friends Tuesday night on the lawn this town and Mr and Mrs. Karl starrett-S p ear family reunion at
.
j ' his relatives and numerous friends.
N
Y
.
M-ss
Lucy
Lee
of
Boston
and
„
,
,
.
Reever of Beverly. Mass spent last the 70th reunion held Thursday at
German Church will be held Sunday tained a party of friends from W ar just awash a t high water.
■Schoolmates of the deceased acted
at the heme of Mr. and Mrs. John
weekend at Provine Lake, N. H.. the Congregational chapel. Other Miss Marjorie Pickard of Hopedale, j as bearers—Charles Jameson. Virgil
This rock received its name from
at 2.30 p. m. Dr. Samuel Trexler of ren at their cottage Sunday.
Reid, the occasion serving to cele
- — —
Mass, are visitors at the home of [
New York will be the speaker.
Burns. Charles Stenger. Douglas
Mr and Mrs. Russell Reynolds a practical Joke. Seme men told brate his 13th birthday. Ice cream and on return Mr. and Mrs. New- officers elected were: Vice pres.dent
Miss Nora Seaver.
bert
were
accompanied
by
Mrs
Elbert
L.
S
tairett,
secietary-treaone
of
their
party
that
a
cat
was
Damariscotta plays the Waldoboro of Tenants Harbor were recent
Wallace, Kenneth Chapman and
and birthday cake were served.
Olenwood Reever and son Gerald of surer, Miss Frances A 3pear exGuests Sunday at Frank Millers
Lash. Interm ent was in
baseball team here Sunday.
guests of Mr and Mrs Perley Nash. strong enough to pull him through
Mr. and Mrs. John T Mathews of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Keene of
Miss Mina Woodcock was guest the water. They tied their friend Belmont, Mass., entertained a party Beverly, Mass. who passed the most ecutive committee. Mrs Alena S u r  were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose of Harbor View cemetery.
1rett, Miss Bertha S tarrett of Mal- Teel's Island. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
New York are visiting Miss Julia last weekend at F. D. Hathorne's and a big cat to the same rope and of friends last Saturday at their of the summer a t Province Lake.
Among those from out of town
Mrs. Paul Dillaway of Everett ! den. Mass.. Mrs. Abbott Spear of Wyllie of Thomaston and also Car- who attended the services were Mr.
I threw them in the water, pulling
Kaier and Misses Jessie Keene and cottage. Pleasant Point
summer home "Crickside" in honor Mass , who has been visiting in
Chestnut Hill Mass Miss Harriet Ste leen Miller.
Faye Keene.
and Mrs George Winslow of Owl s
Capt. James Chadwick celebrated the cat ashore on this rock and of Raymond Pierce of New York
Mrs. Karl Hoffses has bought the his 90th birthday last Saturday. He keeping the man from making who left the following day after a Ipswich Mass., with her parents Mr. vens of New York City, Ellis Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sabien and Head. Mrs. Jennie Winslow. Mrs
children. Mrs. Sabien. Mr. and Mrs. Eva Flanders. Leslie Thompson of
house on Depot street formerly oc was dinner guest at home of Charles ; headway. W hen they finally pulled three weeks' vacation. Among the and Mrs. Paul K aran has Joined 3d of Newton Centre. Mass
I t was voted to give $5 to the Ju Harold Smith and daughter Carol, Portland and Clifton Thompson of
cupied by Mrs. Lillian Newburger. Gould and sisters, and entertained him ashore, they showed him marks guests were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mr. Dillaway at the home of Mr
nior high school building fund. Five all of Rockland have been a t W. W. Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas DePatsy at his home in the evening several on the rock where the cat apparent- Pierce of Douglaston, Long Island, and Mrs Charles Dillaway
Charles Wilson will be soloist Sun dollars was also voted to the Con Havener's, called by the death of
have moved frem the Sprowl block friends from Connecticut. Glouceshad clawed the rock while drag- N. Y . Mr. and Mrs Herbert Da
day morning at the Baptist Church. gregational Circle for the use of the Russell Havener.
to an apartm ent on School street. | ter. Mass. Rockland and surround- ! King him ashore.
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILY
vidson and Mr. and Mrs. John Da Special music has also been a r 
dining room.
There
are
several
other
interest• • • •
Mrs. Hilda Somes and son Robert j towns, from whom he received many
The annual reunion of the Payvidson of Somerville, Mass.. Mrs. ranged for the evening service.
Henry V S tarrett reported on the
plans along this river which may Louie Burns of Worcester, Mass.,
are spending several weeks iu Igifts as well as a shower of cards. I
Russell
Havener
son-Fogler Family will be held Wed
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock a t obituary committee, the deaths of
numbering about 50. including one '
known to the Black Cat. I m Miss Cora Murdough of Waltham,
Friendship.
This community was shocked last nesday, Aug. 23. at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Kimich and from President Roosevelt. Capt 16Ure "&>ze ' would tell about some Miss Edith Watts of Lynn Mr and tended the launching Thursday a ft the past year, which were Miss Oril- Saturday to learn of the death of Mr. and Mrs. L. P True, Hope. On
ernoon in Thomaston of the beam la S tarrett at Malden. Mass., Mrs.
family have returned to their home Chadwick is an ardent motorist, j °f them.
Russell Allen Havener, 15, which the lawn If fair, in True Hal! if
Mrs. Cristopher Schellens of Clif trawler Hurley. Mr. Overlook fur
Alma Spear at South Warren, Er
seldom
remaining
home
when
h
is
'
You
might
like
to
knew
that
’
The
in Tenafly, N. J.
occurred in Rockland following an stormy, so come rain or shine
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Gee of Belmont,
nishes
most
of
the
lumber
for
these
nest L. Starrett. Warren. Charles W.
three Charles Wilson of Paterson. N. J.,
Mrs Mary Wade is visiting rela son Leon goes for a ride. Though i Black C at” finds his way
appendix operation. He was the Basket lunch. Make it a banner
Craig at Belfast. Edmund P S tar
eyesight and hearing are somewhat j tlmes a week to Cincinnati. Ohio. Mrs. Henry Kendall of Belmont, trawlers.
tives In Eliot for a few days.
youngest son of William and Edith gathering.
(Frank Burns.guest with his family rett at Thomaston, and Mrs. Herny
The members of the Waldobcro j impaired, he still does light work ’ ’here I work: and he is always a Miss Elizabeth Farrow of Cam
Gladys S. Heistad. Sec.
(Winslow l Havener and was born
a t the home of his aunt, Mrs. Nellie E. Edwards at Detroit.
fire department are Invited to at- and maintains an interest in cu r-j welcome visitor
976:99
in Friendship, Oct. 19, 1923.
bridge, Mr. apd Mrs. Ernest RawOrbeton and his uncle. E. G. Burns,
Forty members attended the retend services Sunday morning a t ! rent affairs Besides Capt. ChadLuthera Burton
As a beloved member of the family
ley. With the exception of Mr. and
the Baptist Church.
I v.'*ck there are two other nonagena- “
MANK FAMILY
he will be greatly missed In the
Mrs. Rawley the guests were all
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman and I rians in this town—Mrs. Mary and her brother Levi Ulmer, who
The Mank Family will hold their
home as well as in the community
summer residents.
Mrs. Henry
family of Augusta are spending a Morse, widow of William Morse J is 92
and school. The lad was active in reunion in Maple Grange Ijall a t
Kendall of Belmont. M ass, who has
vacation at the Weston cottage,
sports and was well liked for his North Waldoboro Wednesday, Aug
been guest of Mrs. Mathews leaves
Keene's Neck.
Florence A. Flanders, 8ec.
genial disposition. He would have 23.
Wednesday for an extended Canadi
“ BACH ELO R M O T H E R ”
The annual Woman's Club fes
99-It
entered High School in September.
an tour with friends from Bridgton.
tival was held Thursday in the High
Survivors besides his parents are
8chool auditorium.
This affair
three sisters. Mrs. Harold Smith,
Nobody's looking for bread these
W E ST W A S H IN G T O N
which is for the benefit cf the Lin
Mrs. Nelson Sabien. both of R ock-1days, but everybody's looking for
coln Home for the Aged and for
land. Mrs. K enneth Morrison of the money to meet the next m onthRev. and Mrs F. H. Nelson of Bar
local charities, was well attended.
Clark Island; a brother. Austin of ly payment on his automobile.
Harbor and Miss Margaret Snow of
Colorful booths did a fine business
Bangor visited Wednesday with Mrs.
during the day. while beano and the
Cora Deering.
fortune tellers came in for their
Mrs. Marion Wright of Bath and
Share of patronage A program in
Mrs. Mildred Johnston of Jefferson
which Prof. Walter Golz. Miss Anne
were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Lizzie
(Eastern Standard Time)
Golz, John Golz, Mrs. Neva Rcbie,
i Wellman and Mr. and Mrs. Edsoa
S
W
A N ’S ISLA N D LINE
Mrs. McRae, Mrs. Arietta Flagg.
Wellman.
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Miss Joanne Burns, Miss Sally
Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson of
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Sprague and "Lifey and Mac" par
Somerville called Sunday on Mr. and
Read Down
ticipated was presented in the eve
Mrs. Granville Turner.
DAILY
DAILY
ning. Mrs. Nan Weston, general
EXCEPT SUNDAY
EXCEPT SUNDAY
Esten Chadwick of Lowell, M ass,
SUNDAY ONLY
SUNDAY
ONLY
chairman, reports gross receipts were
! is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Cleo B art
A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.PM.P.M.
about $170.
lett. Other callers were Mrs. Clar
Ar. '11.55 700 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
ence Hibbert and son Gerland of
Ar. ! 9 50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Middietown, Conn.
NO RTH W ARREN

Two R iv er Rocks

A.

STR A N D S U N D A Y , M O N D A Y , T U E SD A Y

A T THE P A R K SU N D A Y -M O N D A Y

V IN A L H A V E N & RO C K LA N D ST B . C O .

George Gracie and family are
visiting at the home of Mrs. Clara
Gracie. Mr. and Mrs. C harles'
Thompson of Woburn, Mass., weie
recent overnight guests of Mrs.
Gracie who is a cousin of Mrs.
Thompson. This was the first time
they had seen each other in 27
years.
Everett Cummings has returned
to his farm here after several years
N ever m ind the new h a ir -d o — under it all J a n e W ith ers is ca rry in g on
absence and is being welcomed by in her typical m isch iev o u s w a y in h er la te s t 20th C en tu ry-F ox film ,
“C hicken W agon F am ily.”— a«lv.
townspeople

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones of
Rworvllie and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Wellman cf Weeks' Mills were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman re
cently.

7.501

|1L3O| Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,

V IN A L H A V E N LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE

Read Down
Daily . K Dally
ExreptJJ-Except . ►.
Sat. A ieg Sun. ® s
Sun.
,/) O

OneSpot

n«a«
Aphid.

Poised to flee with a babe In h er arms, like the fugitive heroine of
Flea Killer
Uncle Tom's Cabin, Is Ginger Rogers, menaced with the prospect of hav
ing the child tak en from her and reared by a millionaire. David Niven,
son of the millionaire is even now prowling through the house on this mis
to
Max B . w 'l M l a
sion. while Ferike Moross shares Ginger’s fears. It's all in “Bachelor
C4HRO14, fVT BATS
n -w Mother,” Ginger’s RKO Radio romantic comedy with Niven co-starred adv

Lv. | 8.45
|2.15
Read Up

A.M.A.MJ*.M.A.M.
5.00’8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
I 9.05!
|
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15il0.00 3.30 9.15! Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Dally
Except
1
Sat. A « £ c
Sun.
w
A M .A .M .P.M .
Ar. j9.45jll.45i5.30

I I
I
Lv. |8.30; 10.3014.13
Read Up

• New York train connection Saturday only.
75-tr

Every-O tK erD ay

V IN A L H A V EN
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NORTH HAVEN

P age Five

A

M A ID CALLED

MILLS

W EST R O C K P O R T

Where Women Live in Sunset of Life

Elinor Dunleavy of East Douglass,
William McGraw spent last week
Mass., returned home last Saturday
end at his home in Bluehill.
W hom Y ou W ill Take T o Your Heart W hen She Talks
after spending two weeks with Mrs.
Miss Iva Lutz of the Bridgewater,
Alta Burgess.
(Mass.) Teachers' College faculty
A b out Household Matters
Sarita Beverage of Washington,
who is summe:ing at Old Orchard
School of instruction. O.ES.. will D. C„ is vacationing at the home
and
Miss Ida McKeen of Saco were
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
be held in Rockport Aug. 22. Mem of Constance Carver.
guests a few days this week of Mrs.
(Monday.
Wednesday,
Thursday
and
Friday
at
1.30
p.
m.
over
Stations
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Staples of
bers who attend will notify Worthy
Robert Heald.
WNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
Etamford, Conn., returned homc
Matron. Dorothy Thomas.
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
S. Joseph Andrews is able to go
Mr. and Mrs C. A Keene of Pree- Monday after spending the su m -.
on short auto rides after being con
mont. Neb., are guests of Mr and raer here.
| Everyone of you. brides, homc- sugared and combined with maca- fined to the house for a long time.
Mrs. Ralph and daughter of
Perley Merrifield is proudly d'sMrs. Walter Robbins.
makers of long standing, (live roon c.umbs for another quick desi Washington, D. C.. Mrs. Carrie
aloner's) women who entertain a sert. Chill and serve with whipped playing a soft shell egg of the trail
M.ss Aura Williams who passed
i Paige and Mrs. Adeline Lassel were
1great deal will snap to attention or plain cream or cold custard sauce. er type which he says was produced
a week in town went Monday to ' guests last weekend at the home of
in an old fashioned hen-house with
F ille t o f H a d d o c k R o y a l
j when I tell you about the wonder
visit relatives in Stonington.' before
Eda Leadbetter. The group returned
out modern improvements.
ful new offer we have for you.
1 tablespoon flour
returning to Quincey, Mass.
Sunday to Vinalhaven. Mrs. LasMr. and Mrs. Whitney Liniken
4 teaspoons prepared mustard
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Jennings of
The makers of Crakin' Good
scll will return here later in the
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce and daughter Inez of Worcester.
Hutchinson. Ka . were recent guests
crackers
want
to
send
you
a
set
week for a short visit with Eda
Mass., and Mrs. Mary Henry and
’i teaspoon salt
Jof 100 vari-coloured paper tea napof Mrs Jennings' aunt Mrs. Walter Leadbetter and relatives.
.-ion of Thomaston were callers Mon
Dash of pepper
'
kins
in
lemon,
salmon,
a
soft
green
j
Robbins.
Harold Crockett of Wollaston.
day on relatives in town.
and blue, with your own three let-1 1 cup top milk
Mrs. Herbert Carver and daughter Mass., is visiting his brother H e r-,
Charles Heald and Walter An
ter monogram stamped on them.J *4 cup chopped sweet pickles
Ernestine went Tuesday to Lewis man Crockett.
drews returned Thursday frem a
1*4 pounds fillet of haddock
You
may
have
the
set
by
sending
ton.
Mrs. Brown of Benton is guest
2 tablespoons Land O Lakes But- visit with the latter's grandparen.s
25 cents and the words "Crackin
Guests Sunday at the home of of her daughter Mrs. Leon Stone..
in Walpole.
Good''
cut
from
a
package
of
ter'
melted
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs Harry Chase and
R ockland's H om e F or A ged W om en, seen to d ay in its m ost attractiv e garb
Mrs. J. F. Heal and Miss Char
Crackin
Good
soda
or
graham
I
Thoroughly
blend
flour,
mustard,
were. Mr. and Mrs Thad Robc.ts daughter Kathleen were visitors
crackers, to M Mills, Yankee Net- Worcestershire sauce, salt, and lene Heal attended the Young re
sons Willis and Maynard of Booili- Sunday at Mr. and Mrs Irven Simp
work. Boston. If it happens you pepper Add milk gradually and union Thursday.
bay Harbor. Mrs. Fanstlna Roberts son's.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Roche who
haven't been able to find Crackin' s^ r until smooth.
Add pickles.
Mr and Mrs C. S. Roberts and
There was a large attendance
have
a cottage at Bayside were
Good
crackers,
you
may
still
have
Place
fish
in
buttered
shallow
bakdaughters Ruth. Ellatlne and Chris Sunday night at the service of the
guests
Thursday of Mr .and Mrs.
the
set
by
sending
your
quarter
with
1
”8
dish.
Brush
with
melted
buttine of Rockland.
Baptist Church. The Vinalhaven
the name and address of the gro- ter and sprinkle lightly with salt ’ Henry Samson
Miss Eliza Patterson returned choir presented effective religious
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker are
cer from whom you d like to buy and pepper. Broil under moderateMonday from a visit with friends In concert. The program appears in
the Clackin' Good crackers. Better ly hot broiler 8 to 10 minutes. Pour visiting their daughter. Miss Grace
Dresden Mills. She also visited the Vinalhaven news. In the ab
get this started right now. the offer ml"1 mixture over fish and return to Parker in MarbleheaS, Mass
relatives in Rockland.
sence of the pastor, Rev H. F. Huse,
Miss Hazel Nutt returned from
is limited.
broiler for five minutes longer or
Miss Ellen Wkreham of Concord.
c A Marstaller
of lhe
Portland Monday accompanied by
A
grand
present
for
a
bride
until
sauce
is
browned
and
bubbling
M ass, is guest of her aunt Mrs. L Littlefield Memorial Church of
her sister. Mrs. Vernon Packard
shower, a weekend hostess gift or Yield: 6-8 portions
R Smith.
Rockland was the guest preacher.
and daughter Jane who will spend
Cranberry
Marsh
Ire
a present to yourself one you'll use
Mrs. Mertle Carver returned MonMr Marstallw was for a tlme
two weeks at the Nutt home
2
quarter-pound
packages
(32)
and
enjoy.
In
local
shops
th
e
!
day from Thomaston where she a missionary (n lbe Ama!on jungle
Eugene Fogler of Philadelphia is
Campfire Marshmallows
same set sells for a dollar
Visited her sister MrsAda Simpson and totewgtlng sUdes were shown
visiting his grandmother Mrs. M.
|
1
cup
Ocean
Spray
cranberry
juice
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coombs. Mr. of hia experienees wi, h
ln .
Rival Dog Food has a present for
A. Fogler and aunt May Fogler.
and Mrs. Burgess Daniels and dian tribes in that locality.
you too. A brass and enamel iden Icocktail
1
cup
water
daughter Marjorie who were guests i Mrs. Fred Philbrook of Belfast Is
tification tag for your dog with i
NO. B U R K E T T V IL L E
the past week of Mrs. Margaret visiting at the home of her brother
your cwn name and address per- I 2 tablespoons lemon juice
Place marshmallows and *< cup
manently stamped on the tag. Jf
Coombs returned Wednesday to Charles Brown. Mrs. Carrie TolCallers at the Frank Esancy home
you'll send one label from Riva! | cranberry Juice cocktail ln saucepan.
Rockland to make the auto trip to man of Camden is also guest of Mr.
Heat slowly, folding over and over Sunday were Mr. and Mrs Stanley
their home in Kansas
Dog
Food
and
the
name
and
ad
and Mrs. Brown.
Mr>. Faustina Roberts who has
dress you want on the tag to Mar til marshmallows are half melted. Jones, son San'ord and daughter
Helen Stone of Camden is sub
been visiting Mrs. Ora Jones and stituting as hostess at the golf club
jorie Mills, Yankee Network. Bos Remove from heat and continue Arlene of Razorville, Mrs. Carolyn
folding until mixture ls smooth Leigher and children Riehard Edgeton, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. F L. Roberts returned during the illness of Mrs. Dorothy
and fluffy Cool mixture slightly, comb. Douglass Orinnell of this
Sunday to Rockland.
Emerson.
Another grand gift is the Gulfthen blend in remaining cranberry place and Miss Evelyn Oxton of
Kennedy Crane, son Kennedy of
spray English style clothes brush.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Amsbury
Juice cocktail, water and lemon Liberty.
Rockland and Laurence Crane o f . have as guests: Herbert Fields of
It s yours if you'll send 25 cents and
Mrs. Lelia Turner. Mrs. Carolyn
Juice. Place in tray of automatic
Skowhegan were visitors Tuesday Somerville. M ass. and Mr. and Mrs.
a filled out coupon from the book
Leigher
and son Lloyd were Union
refrigerator
and
freeze,
stirring
sev
ln town.
let of directions you get when you
Oliver Wyman of Boston
eral times during freezing period. visitors recently
Thad C. Robbins entertained a
buy a can of Oulfspray, to M. Mills,
Lester Stone who has been ill
Mrs Lelia Turner. Irving Turner
Serve as dessert or as meat accom
group of 20 friends a t hit home is able to sit up a few minutes each
Yankee Network. The brush is
and Mabel Robbins attended the
paniment. Serves 6.
Tuesday night featuring s treasure day.
sturdy, has long bristles and a
L eft to rig h t: Mrs. Field, M rs. H an sh aw , M rs. N an cy Hall, 94, M rs. W h itte n ,
Davis reunion Sunday in DoverS u m m e r S u n s e t S a la d
hunt. Refreshments were served.
beechwood handle.
Rev. M. O Perry of Trenton, N.
Miss
P
ackard
Foxcroft.
1
small
head
lettuce
Union Church choir went Sun- J., will be the guest preacher SunAnd wouldn't you like a free Pres
—Photos by Don Fogg
Willard Carlton has returned to
2
oranges
day night to North Haven and pre- day at the morning and evening
to self rising flour recipe book. It’s
South Union after a few days v s t
1
cup
cottage
cheese
aented this program at the Bap- services of the Baptist Church The
Drummond Giles. Booth bay. baking; Voura for the asking Address Marwith his grandmother Mrs. Lelia
1 cup blueberries
t:st Church: Hym by the .choir: morning service will begin at 1033
lenness Eugley, Hope, garden; and J°rle Mills, Yankee Network Boston
Turner.
C
ains
French
d:essing
anthem. "Savior Take Mv Hand."; standard time and the subject of
Frank Flagg. Jefferson, poultry. M ass. for that too
Mr. and Mrs. Aube.t leigher a rd
Arrange lettuce on 4 Individual
prayer, the pastor; vocal solo, O the sermon ls 'T he Awakening of
The shop windows along Boston ialad p a te ,
These winners will compete with
family
visited Sunday at Everett
Peel oranges; slice
E. Arey; duet. Blanche Kittredge, a Nation; Evening service at 7.30;
□ther county winners while at streets are filled with fur coats thin: cut each slice in half. Mound ] plsh s 1° South Appleton
Harry L. Coombs; anthem . "I will special music has bean arranged
— And T he —
and the swanky new hats well be cottage cheese in center of each , Mrs. Gladys Linscoit sustained a
Orono for State prizes.
lift mine Eyes"; quartette. The
wearing a few weeks hence; golden ralad plate; surround with circle!d s e a t e d elbow Sunday as result
Old Rugged C ross’; vocal tolo.
bon voyage
K
n
o
x
L
i
n
c
o
l
n
F
a
r
m
B
u
r
e
a
u
rod has blossomed and that's al of blueberries; edge with half ol a fall
IFor The Court, r-Gazette |
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Harry L Coombs; anthem. Mrs. Al
ways th e sign th at summer won t dices of orange. Serve with French
As we honor now our brave old ship
Several from this vicinity are
bert Henderson. Blanche K lttrcdje;
Her nameaake smart and new.
Guests
recently
registered
at
Owl's
last much longer. Don't you fee! -Tessing made with lemon Juice. 1raking blueberries for Orevls PayLies
at
anchor
ln
our
harbor
H
ith
T
h
e
H
om
es
i
ring
Into
two
quarts
of
hot
water
.•‘oprano solo. Ruth Brown; sermon,
Within our range of view
son in Union
Meetings scheduled with the three ounces of boric acid and seven Head Inn are Dr and Mrs. B L. llke clinging fast to every precious Serves 4.
by the pastor of Littlefield Memorial "Bon voyage" to Bed Jacket.
Bowles of Wollaston. Mass.. Miss hour ot warm sunshine and don't
Miss M agaret McKnight of Rock
agent
next
week
on
Aids
in
Clothes
ounces
of
borax.
Stir
th
is
until
the
H
on
olu
lu
T
etley
Tea
P
un
ch
Church of Rockland; vocal solo ; A long and uaetul life;
Jessie
Brinrier
and
Miss
Ruth
D.
you
rescnt
every
second
spent
inland
was a caller Tuesday in this
May she be spared disaster
Buying are;
solution is clear. Or if powdered
Use 2 quarts of strong Tetley tea.
Joseph Hutchinson; hymn and
Of wreckage, storm and strife.
Brander of Montclair. N J., Con- d00rs? o f course, you do for we re add Ju'ce of 6 lemons. 2 cups crushed place.
Hope.
Aug.
22,
at
the
Grange
hall.
boric
acid
is
used,
mix
it
to
a
paste
benediction; Mrs. Evey t Hall, or- j
E liz a b e th O M a rs h
Rockland
same mood so surely the pineapple with syrup, a can of red
Robert Thurston of Rome, N. Y..
Mrs Ellen Ludwig and Mrs. Bern ce with a little water first so it will stance M MoCullcugh cf Cleveland,
ganlst.
Mrs.
John
S
McCullough
and
mosI
helpful
thing
we
can
do
will
and
Miss Katharine Thurston after
Robbins
will
serve
the
square
meal
dissolve more readily.
raspberries and syrup made by boilThe Jolly Juniors Club held its met. They have explored most of |
daughter cf Indianapolis. M.ss Helen
a rcund UP of bright ideas for ng 2 cups sugar with 1 cup of a visit in Thomaston w.ll return
for
health.
Then
take
the
fabric
to
be
fire
semi-annual installation Friday the coast of Maine, from Pemaquid j
Aina, Aug 23. at Erskine hall. proofed which is clean and dry. a rd M York of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Quick meals. Families have to be water for 5 minutes. This serves ' Wednesday to the Thurston home
night. Past President Jane Libby Point to Cadillac Mountain and
fed but there are short cut but fillfor a few weeks.
Mrs.
Amy Jewett and Mrs. Beatrice thoroughly saturate it ln this solu R W. Chisholm of Evanston. 111..
20 people.
installing ln an efficient and pleas have visited Augusta. Bangor and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S
H
Maynard
of
Millng
meals
ing manner. Mrs. Edna Swears of Old Town. They will spend two Carleton are on the dinner commit tion. Squeeze it out—hang it to dry.
MENU
Men always greet ham and eggs
Then iron it after it is practically ten. M ass. Dr. and Mrs. Golm and
B reakfast
M A R TIN SV ILLE
Dover-Foxcroft and
Vinalhaven. weeks or more in the White Moun tee.
Rockland. Aug. 25. at the Farm dry. Do not try to iron the treated Achjlle A Joyal of Keene, N. H„ Mr. with sighs of satisfact on. it's an
Orange Juice
complimented the J J . 's on their tains and the Berkshires before re
Mr and Mrs. Georgp F Nichols
and Mrs Phil p P. Hardy and chll- easy meal and here's a new way
Wheaties
work and wished them a successful turning,. Mrs. Addie M. Lassell. 85. Bureau hall. Mrs Irene Lcvenseler fabric while it still feels damp Na
had as guests the past week Mayor
dren Wendell. Norma and Cynthia, with the two old favorites that
and
Miss
Ella
Simmons
are
ln
turally
this
treatm
ent
must
be
re
future. The new ,offlccrs a r e : Presi of Lincolnville has accompanied
Scrambled Eggs Popovers
and Mrs Joseph Woodcock and Mr.
peated each time the fabric is and Col. and Mrs Herbert H. Reuse produces the grandest ham and eggs
dent Marilyn Carver; chaplain, them She will remain a few days charge of the dinner.
Peach Jam
and Mrs. George Burgess of Cliff
of
Manchester.
N.
H
.
Mr
and
Mrs.
ever.
Jack
Dempsey's
chef
Invented
At
these
meetings
general
buying
washed.
Incidentally,
curtains
treat
Joanne Johnson; treasurer, Ruth with Mrs. Paige, before going to
Coffee
side
Park. N. J.. Mrs. William Prue.
William
Knight,
and
Miss
Gladys
this
and
>'ou
can
make
a
name
for
Carver; secretary. Ruth Arey; guard North Haven to attend the Lead- will be discussed and buying inex ed this way will wear longer.
Lunch
Iyourself too with it. First pour a
Mrs. Albert Simpkins and son cf
Knight
of
Shrewsbury.
Mass.
•
•
•
•
pensive
dresses
as
well
as
style
'Sum m er Sunset Salad
Delma Calderwood; past president better family reunion.
Everett. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs
Recent guests at Ye Anchor Inn thtn layer of light cream in shallow
Thirteen projects were inspected
Brown Bread Sandwiches
Jane Llbb.v The next meeting will j The Economy Club met Tuesday trends in clothing.
ramekins,
then
slices
of
cooked
ham.
George
Lydstone
of
Everett have re
at a club tour of the Pownalboro, are Mr. and Mrs S. S. Carlat of West
•Honolulu Tetley Tea Punch
be Aug 25. when a birthday party , night with Mrs. Hollis Burgess,
then cover the ham with more
turned home after spending a week
will be given Miss Johnson.
j Mother and Daughter Club m e t, . Clarence A Day. extension edi- Good Will 4-H boys of West Aina Orange. N. J., George T. Boone and
Butterscotch Cookies
cream
Set in the oven till the
at the Nichols home.
Dinner
Miss Susan Ayres of Worcester. Wednesday with Mrs Evie Henni- i tOr' WU1 ** in the dlslrict Aug 21. Aug. 11. The boys, their leader. Miss Claire Boone of Quebec, Mr.
cream is hot and then break an
Clifton Walker, and club agent, Lu and Mrs. J. E. Andoff of Pictou, j
Mass, was recent supper guest of gar n r s t honors at car(fe went t(j working with the agents.
Fillet of Haddock Royal
egg over each slice of ham and re’S H O P P IN G I N T I IK R U N
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory
cinda Rich started from Sheepscot Ontario, Mr. and Mrs. George G. C .,.
Hashed Brown Potatoes
Mrs. Abbie Hutchinson second to
Oesnaker
and
Oeorge
W
Oesnaker
L
”
™
l°
thf
ove"
“
*
>
th*
fgg
1
5
IFor The Courlrr-Oazette|
Cotton In the Kitchen
visiting boys in th at vicinity. The
Camden Shells will play Vinalha Mrs. Jennie Maker.
Spinach Hollandaise
Dempsey
serves
fried
potatoes
with
What
give# one more pleasure
Probably nowhere on earth is the tour was completed at West Aina o f B a r r i n g t o n . N . J .
ven Chiefs Sunday a t 2.15.
Onion Rings, Creamed
When the rain Just pours
The houses of Raymond Webster.
this th at are made by slicing thick
Than
to
go "looking around"
Joan Johnson has returned from Charles Davis and Ned Kittredge dynasty of King Cotton more se where the leader treated everyone
Cranberry Marsh Ice
Virg.nla Farrell and Foster Farrell raw rounds of potato into an inch
In the flve and-ten cent stores?
Sponge
Cake
a two weeks' visit with relatives in were struck by lightning Wednesday curely established than ln the with a hot dog roast.
are visiting Mrs. A rthur Bain at and a half of hot fat In a heavy
The candles look so tempting.
American kitchen according to the j
• • • •
Camden.
Iced Coffee
The clerks are dll so neat:
the cottage 'Glendon' at Hosmer s frying pan and the potatoes are
night and considerable damage
Each a smart, trim ladv
Dorothy Tibbetts, a member of Pond, Camden.
The Ncedlecfaft Club enjoyed a done. Tha fire department was United States Bureau of Home Ecoturned till they’re brown and tender
From her head down to her feet
chicken supper Monday at Kent s called out. There was great ex nomics. It is part of oilcloth, win- the 9 est Maids of Whitefield, reFALSE SOLICITATIONS
Allison Renville cf Montclair. N.
Men like barbecued meat and
The counters ore well laden
restaurant. In honor of the birth citement about town, and telephone dow shades, cookbook bindings, and ceived highest score in a contest on J., recently called on Neal Farrail
As well as shelves so high;
here’s an easy at home or at camp
"A warning against persons false The kiddles' eyes are popping.
judging muffins at the meeting Aug
days of Miss Faye Coburn and Mrs. wires in several sections of the town, even the floor covering.
who is confined to the house with a version.
When they see a nickel's buy
ly representing themselves as so
For kitchen curtains, cotton
11, at the home of their leader. Mrs. fractured leg.
Lucy Coombs after which a social were out of commission. I t will be
Patties of ground beef spread
It rains there are cheerful greet
liciting funds for the Salvation When ings.
evening with refreshments was remembered as one of the worst also a good material Ccttons for George Hausen. The club agent
with
prepared
mustard,
browned
in
Preparations
are
being
made
for
And
smiles exchanged galore;
Army was issued Sunday by Major
curtains should be colorfast to light was present to demonstrate muffin
spent at the home of Mrs. Ola storms ever.
the first fair by the Owl's Head the pan in butter then a mixture of J. T. Scddon of the Boston office of Among tho.e who are 'hopping
Ames.
and to washing.
Because kit making and show how to score
In the flve and-ten cent store
Dr. William J. Hutchinson of
Grange, to be held Wednesday at 2 half a cup of tomato soup and half the Army and R. D Groff. Exten
Mrs John H Andrews
Mrs. Charles S. Libby, daughter Cleveland will preach at Union chen curtains must be taken down muffins. Five girls were there. The
Rockport
o'clock.
A baked bean and ham a cup of French dressing blended sion Secretary for Maine. The Sal
next
meeting
will
be
at
Mrs.
Oeorge
and
washed
.often,
it's
convenient
Alma and John Black who have Church Sunday morning. Special
supper will be served from 5 to 7. and poured over Heat again and vation Army solicits only during Its
passed two weeks a t the Libby so'olst will be Mrs. Albert Hender to have two pairs for every window. Russell's, who is assistant leader.
FOR D A Y ! OF
followed by an entertainm ent with serve with corn on the cob. sliced annual drive and at that time all I
•
•
•
•
HELP D I S C O M F O R T
homestead have returned to Wollas son cf Farmington. The choir These should be styled simply—not
tomato and cucumber salad and
special
features,
and
a
dance.
T r y C H IC H E S T E R S P I L I.8
its representatives will exhibit of
The Orff's Corner Bean Club
ton. Mass.
fo r fu n ctio n al periodic pain
will s'ng the anthem "Thine For Interfere with ventilation. If the
watermelon for dessert.
a n d d is c o m fo r t. U s u a lly
ficial credentials, the officers said.
Mrs. Robert Snow and daughter ever" at this service and “Walk by view is pleasant or the room dark. cleared $11 88 from an let cream sale
fiv
e Q U IC K R E L IE F . Ask
French dressing sprinkled over
your druggist fo r— _________
The
false
solicitation
ls
being
pur
Virginia who have been guests of my ride" at the evening meeting. side draperies of cool-looking ging- held at the community house Aug.
R O C K V IL L E
cooked cubed beets or cooked string
C H IC H E S T E R S P IL L S
ham, seersucker, muslin, or other 11. Six dollars was given to Clayton
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kittredge, re Rev Kenneth Cook will preach.
beans gives a nice exciting taste to sued particularly on Fridays and
THE DIAMOND A BRAND
Mrs.
Perry
and
daughter
of
Bos
Saturdays
In
rural
and
suburban
be
Hoak.
a
delegate
to
S
tate
4-H
Camp
medium-heavy
cotton
will
turned Friday to Rockland.
O ’) returning f r r n r.rayer meetthose two standard vegetables. If
IN BUSINESS OVER V 50 YEARS
at Orono to pay his expenses while ton made his sister. Mrs. Annie you like the sweet Italian onions a districts."—Press Herald.
Mrs. Jennie Holbroolf returned ing Tuesday night Mrs. Kenneth enough.
Some of the best dishtowel news there this week. Aug. 16 to 20. Al- Bucklin, a short visit recently.
Thursday to Newton Upper Falls Cook was pleasantly surprisc.i at
few of those finely minced and add
Mr. and Mrs. Jam es Moran have ed to cooked beets or string beans
alter a visit with her sister Mrs. the parsonage by a group of friends, of the past few years has been the bert Elwell is leader of this club and
Henry Newbert. Mrs. Grace Lawry invi’td by Mrs. W V. Fossett in introduction on the market of spec- there are ten members.
returned to Hyde Park after spend with French dressing is great too.
• • • •
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
accompanied her to Roqkland.
honor of the occasion. When sh e !
treated cotton dishtowels—
Cooked potatoes sliced with an
Twelve delegates from Knox-Lin John S. Ranlett. Miss Jane Ross of onion and arranged with a cup of
Mrs. John Chilles has been in entered her home a chorus of voices ! which are lintless and which absorb
Rockland this week called by ill greeted her. singing “Happy Birth- j water better than ordinary towels, coln County are attending S tate Brookline is now their guest.
left-over meat in a baking dish, then
ness of her sister Mrs Harry day to You". Mrs. Cook received a Bv th is treatment manufacturers 4-H Camp at the University of
Miss Lottie Ewell passed Wednes topped with a cup of canned toma
Dailey.
shower of gifts and a large decorated have overcome the two main objec Maine at Orono this week. These day with Mrs. W. jP. Richardson in toes and a cup of corn cut from the
l o r Y o u r O ld I r o n
Clarence Greene of Portland was birthday cake from Rev. Mr. Cook tions th at homemakers have always boys and girls have earned this trip Camden.
cob. butter and crumbs and baked,
by their good records in project
recent guest of his brother Albert Lunch was served. Those present had to cotton for toweling.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller and makes a speedy and filling meal
Io w a r d
Greene.
Of the cotton towels that have work, by their assistance as officers daughter Miss Glenice of Milton, re men like.
were Mrs. W. Y. Fossett, Miss Eu
Mrs. Leroy Ames returned Thurs genia Carver. Mrs. R. H. Thomp not had this treatment generally 1In their club, and because tney are turned home today after visiting
Pineapple or coffee mallow arc
day fom Rockland.
son, Mrs. Ernest Arey, Mrs. Edna the finer and softer the cloth, the outstanding in club work. These relatives here and in West Rockport. two speed desserts you can swing
Mrs. J. H. Carver and daughter Coombs. Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer. Mrs. easier and more quickly dishes may attending are: Mellle Boudway.
Miss Annie Collamore is nursing into if the family are just a little
Boothbay; Helen Johnson and Ar in Rockland.
Ernestine have returned from Lew John Johnson and Miss Claire be dried with them.
tired of fruits or ice cream for
in O u r S t o r e ’
iston.
Cotton fabrics catch fire easily lene Nelson. Georges River road:
Crosby of Milo a Colby College class
dessert. Cut a pound of marsh
Mrs. R. R. Ralph and daughters mate of Mrs. Cook, who is her So sometimes it's a good idea to Eileen French, Nob’.eboro; Robert
mallows in halves and heat ln the
RADIO REPAIRING
lire-proof pot lifters, curtains near Ulmer and Edwin Tyler, South
Janet and Marie-Louise of Wash guest for two weeks.
top of the double boiler with either
n in e s
n
T r n iiK
All makes serviced and recon
ington, D. C. are staying a week
the stove, and ironing board covers. Thomaston;
James
Wentworth,
ditioned. Costs of parts and three cups of unsweetened pine
at the home of Mrs. Carrie E. Page.
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal T he following simple home fire- Hope; and Clayton Hoak, Waldofm n i
C E N T R A L ^ tp M A IN E
(J o u n
work estimated. Tubes tested apple Juice or three cups of coffee,
i X . '/ . i
PO
WER/eCO
lR/t^MMPANY
PA N Y
This Is their first visit to Maine haven office from the arrival of proofing method has been worked boro
tree of charge.
POW
stirring occasionally. Cool slight
S / \lo n th l\
MAINE MUSIC CO.
and they are delighted with the boat Monday afternoon until its out by the Federal Bureau of Agri
Those attending as winners of
ly , pour into sherbet glasses, chill
Frank Winchenbach, Service
1/
h i \ nl t hi r ^ h ire
wonderful scenery and the hospital departure Wednesday morning. — cultural Chemistry and Engineering. special contests are: M argaret
and serve with whipped cream.
DepL
3Th-tf
Laine,
Sheepscot,
style
dress
revue;
ity of all Maine people, they have adv.
Make 9 fireproof solution by stlrAnd do try peaches sliced and
f t f t f t ft
MRS OSCAR 0. LANE
Correspondent

Made Happy in Advancing Years

With the Extension Agents

ALLOWANCE

. in i/ A iilo n m lie Ir o n
A

E very-O ther-D ay
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CAM DEN

o’clock, at the Church Edifice Cen
tral street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ames tformerly Mis^ Isabel Henry) of Boston
were in town this week on their way
to Islesboro to Join Mrs Ames’
mother, Mrs. T. C. Henry.
Mr and Mrs. Loranus Hatch are
spending a few days in Boston.
John H art, who has been visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
F Hart and Mrs. John Taylor has
returned to Kidney Park, Pa.
_____________________
Announcement has beer, made of
the marriage of Mrs Irma Ames

U N IO N

ROCKPORT

In E veryb ody’s C olum n :
A dvertisem ent in thia colum n not

FO R SALE

i

Mr. and (Mrs. Charles Layr and
to exceed three lin es Inserted once for
| Mrs. Edwin H. King of Mt. Ver-------daughter Beverly of Massachusetts 25
cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Ad
ft
ft
ft
ft
j
non,
N.
Y
.
Mrs.
Vincent
Richards
ROUND top d in ing room table, 54 ",
ft ft ft ft
J were recent supper guests of Mrs. ditional lines five cen ts each for one solid
mahogany, liquor and heat proof,
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
time, 10 rents for three tim es. Five
GILBERT HARMON
and daughter Adrianne of Bronxalso six chairs to m atch. Price very
Lydia Layr.
small words to a line.
SHIRLEY T. W IIA IA M 3
Correspondent
reasonable. TEL. 2209, Camden. 96 99
Correspondent
i
vllle.
N.
Y.,
have
returned
home
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Tobias McMullen of
ft ft ft ft
GLADS for sale 35c dor ROY GASPER
ft ft ft ft
after being guests of Mrs. Rich
Gardiner visited the past week with
Beechwood St.. Thom aston. Tel. 32-4
ft ft ft ft
Tel.
2220
a r d 's aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert.
98 100
Telephone 713
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Powell.
Tel. 190
ANTIQUE m antels; black walnut
Recent visitors at the New
Carl Powell has moved his house
staircase; ship stairs; tone steps: sets
Mrs Herbert Ott of Oroton, Conn
of Inside doors: small closet doors;
bert home were Mrs. Mary Ness
hold furnishings from South Union
Miss Prudence Weaver who was
heavy outside doors; one set double
Mr. and Mrs. Sperry Lccke of
is
visiting
her
grandmother
Mrs.
MALE
Beagle
hound
lost
Thursday
of Appleton Village also her grand at Camp Laughing Loon in East
to the residence of his father where white with brown spots, amber colored outside doors KNOX MANSION. 35
Portsmouth, N. H.. and Mrs. Edith
Sarah Prince.
Wadsworth St.. Thom aston.
98-103
sons. Wayne and Adrian Butler; Waterboro for the past m onth has
eyes
Reward
to
finder
or
anyone
giv
he will reside. z
Oilchrest Dooley of St. George and
ing reliable inform ation
KAY TUR
44-CAL deer rifle for sale, will ex 
Mrs W arren Parsons and Mrs.
Mrs. Madeline Ripley and daughter j returned home
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Lowe of G ard NER. Thomaston, Tel. Thom aston 38 change for boys' or girls' bicycle In
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Five Eastern Star Chapters in the
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston of
local district were represented at
Quincy, Mass., who have been mak
the annual meeting of the Knox
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sociation at Penobscot View Orange
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M. E. Church witnessed one of the j Junction, Miss Helen Curtis of land High School gathered at Cres teacher.
hall Tuesday, and there were visi
It was one of the most enjoyable
season's prettiest wedding cere-1 Portland, Miss Margherita de- cent Beach Inn, Wednesday night
tors from Tillikum Chapter of Ash
Mrs. Fred Haggett of South i monies.
Rxfchemont of Portsmouth, N. H„ with 28 graduates and 11 guests reunions the class has ever held,
The earth's mineral possibilities land, Evangeline Chapter of North
Portland has been in the city to
The bridegroom was Garnold L cousins of the bride. Presiding at the t present. Miss Anna Coughlin was and plans are already developing
have become so nearly explored that Windham and Marion Chapter of
for a repetition next year.
attend the Class of '07 reunion, be- Cole of New South Portland and | punch bowl was Miss Charlotte honor guest.
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ln the past few years only about Gardiner.
Kenneth D. Nosworthy of Boston i ing the guest for a few days of Miss ________________________________________________________________ Vice President Emily (Hixi Faber
Mrs Belle Frost, the retiring
presided, during the serving of an
Twenty-live years after its gradu 20 new minerals were repor'ed to
is a guest of Mr .and Mrs Oscar , Nettie Jordan.
excellent dinner interspersed with ation from Rockland High Scohol have been discovered in searen all president, had charge of the busi
S. Duncan at their summer home i
-------ness meeting a t which these offi
Ibra L. Ripley Jr. who underwent i
songs, the class ode preceding the the Class of 1914 get around to hav over the world.
Holiday Beach.
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cers were elected: Mrs. Gladys
banquet. Present were classmates ing its first reunion, the event taking
an operation Monday at Knox Hos- '
Moral c'U’.ag .e 'is In obeying Cramer of Union, president; Mrs.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie, Mrs place Thursday night at Rockledge
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Cables, pital is improving and will b e 1
Emily Hix Faber, Mrs. Lena Law Inn. Full recompense for the lapse one’s conscience and doing what Bessie Stephenson of Union, secre
sons Oeorge and Prank, and daugh pleased to have his friends call.
rence True. Miss Bertrix Flint. Miss of time was made up for by crowd one believes to be right in fare of tary; Mrs. Hester Chase of Rock
ter Mrs. Winifred Gerin and daugh
Mvra Fitch. Mrs. Frances Hewett ing a maximum of fun and socia a ics-::e maj >■ ry.” Few countries land. treasurer. The Incoming as
Mrs. Robert O. Dunton of M al
ter of New London, Conn., are in
are able to carry 'h is ih: ,ght with sociate matrons of each chapter
Pierce. Albert Thurston, Arthur bility into the evening.
the city on a short visit, guests at den, Mass., os the guest of her
will serve as vice presidents. A
Richardson, Mrs. Anna Butler Rich
mother, Mrs. R. B. Magune.
Charles Bigelow Healey, who op out cme slip.
R. M. Packard's.
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ardson, Mrs. Helen Wise Lamb. Ar erates : chain of shoe stores in
Wnethcr p o isc c u s snakes are sisting of a reading by Mis. Ada
Mrs. Frank Hewett, 110 Camden
th u r Lamb, Miss Madeline Bird, El Massachusetts. came down especial
Fred Ward of Springfield, M ass,
tmun
( to snake venoms is one of Lucas of Union; guitar solos, Paul
mer Crockett, Mrs. Georgia Mc ly for the occasion and brought to
has been in the city this week on street, will entertain the Rockland
Laughlin Wahle, Mrs. Ann Gay his task as toastmaster a wealth of •he «..tstions now b.vr.g investl- Simpson of Thomaston; acrobatic
Society for the Hard of Hearing at
his annual vacation.
dance, Miss Patricia Wall of Rock
Butler. Mrs Iris Emery Wey wit and highly embarassing wisdom. gatod by sclen-A
a picnic Wednesday, Aug. 23.
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port; tap dance, Miss Doris Mae
mouth, Mrs. Lou Cobb Emery. Miss The class ode, written by Bernice
Mrs. Kenneth P Lord and sor.
I „ « r: "Wait r. bring me a dish Hopkins of Camden, with Mrs.
Alfred M. Haynes, commander of
Nettie Jordan, Mrs. Gladys Mitchell Sprague MacDonald, was sung un
Herbert M Lord, 2d, who have been
Evelyn Peaslee of Rockland as ac
Haggett, Mrs. Myra Rogers Scam der leadcrsh.p cf Margaret Simmons of hash."
spending the summer at Port Clyde, the Maine Inshore Patrol ferae, Mrs.
Waiter (calling to the kitchen): companist.
mon. Earle McIntosh, W alter Snow, and Charles A Rose. Class roll cad
leave Tuesday on their return to Josephine T. Perry and Lt. Coin.
The remainder of the evening was
Fort Hamilton. Mr. Lord enters Etzweiler of the American Seaman,
Mrs. Corinne Howard Edwards, Mrs. showed a most interesting picture of "Gentleman wants to take a
passed witll bridge "sixty-three"
' Beulah Lawry Allen, Mrs. Fannie varied activity during the past chance.”
Harvard Law School in the fall, and were dinner guests last night of Lt.
Second diner: “I ’ll have some of and beano. Bridge prizes were won
Ludwick pow, Mrs. Hazel Thomas quarter century. Of special appeal
will have as his room-mate Hervey Braswell an the Joseph Conrad.
the
same, waiter,"
toy Christine Barker of Union. Miss
Allen,
Maurice
Bird.
Willis
Vinal,
Allen, Jr., of Rockland. Mrs. Lord
was the modestly told story of Army
Waiter 'again calling to kitchen): Lucy Rhodes of Rockland; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Shibles of
Mrs Jeannette Simmons Sncw ind Nurse Olive Sl.adic, whose life filled
has as guests at the present time
Hester Chase of Rockland, Mrs.
Mrs Ruth Gurdy Bird.
with high adventure has taken her "Another sport."
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cronkhite of South Portland were recent guests
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I G uests attending were W illis' to the far corn.rs cf the earth.
Blanche Bishop of Camden and
Cambridge, Mass. Mrs. Cronkhite of Mrs. R. B. Magune.
The estimated cost of the World Mrs Euda Lermond of Union, while
I Ayer, Joseph Emery, Edwin Ed- , Anna E Coughlin, beloved former
is dean of Radcliffe College.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper, who has spent
■wards. Hervey Allen, Harrison principal, was the honor guest and W ar to the United States govern the 'sixty-three” prizes went to H.
Dow, Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs. Albert received a heart-warming welcome. ment alone was $41,765,000,000 We E. Sylvester of Camden, Alfred
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P.
Lord,
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Thurston, Prof. Wilbert Snow, Mrs. She spoke br.efly of ihe g:od old think it would be impossible to Church, Mrs. Eugene Sleeper and
mer street, have returned from a
home. The Lord family will leave
Elmer Crockett and Miss Mary Har days and in mere serious tenor of estimate the actual and full cost Dr Edward Peaslee, all of Rockland.
few days' visit ln Portland.
Mrs. Bessie Church was chairman
rington.
for Port Hamilton, N Y. Wednes
the very real social problems of to to the world of th a t dreadful calam
At roll call the members; told day and tomorrow. By unanimous ity. The world should And the of the excellent supper.
Mrs David S. Waite of Bridge- day.
where they lived and their occupa request she read a group of her courage to say, “Never again!"
water. Vt., and daughter Mrs. K en
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tion which furnished no end of poems anent the days of wooden
dall Anderson of New York city
Think
of
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and wonder: Last
Interest. The '07 class prophecy ships and iron men, "The Good Ship
are the guests of Mrs. Waite's sis a picnic yesterday afternoon with
Funeral services for Hazel Gil
Mrs. Hester Chase a t her farm in
was read and announcement made Passes" receiving special acclaim. year the United States snuff sales
ter Mrs A. C. Jones.
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snuff was almost as commonly Mrs. F James Ray, who died Aug.
possessed four grandchldren.
Miss Dorothy Berce and Harry numbering 22 enjoyed picnic dinner
Lang Syne. "
used as cigars today.
14 at Knox Ccunty General Hospi
Tilden of East Weymouth, M ass, and an afternoon of sewing.
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Miss
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the bride was Miss Helen K de- Howland of Brighton, M ass. a col• • • •
tal. Rockland, Me., were held Wed
are visiting Mrs. Leila Benner for
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and
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wedding knot Rev. Harold Metzner Barbara Brigham of Portland had talk, with witty stories. The mayor of Houlton. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
garden of gladioli and they did not home of her grandparents, Mr. and
Malden. Mass, are visiting in
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a
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song
and
led
the
H.
Chisholm,
Mildred
Dow,
Helen
of Waterville used the double ring charge of the guest book,
sell. He had them picked and Mrs. Worlngton Ollchrist. St Oeorge,
Miss Pearl Borgerson has gone Thomaston and vicinity.
ceremony.
The destination of the honeymoon singing, with Arthur F. Lamb as Follett, Marguerite Gregory MacAlsent to sick persons and to every Me. Services were conducted by
to Escanaba. Mich., where she will I
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A
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and
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The wedding decorations found a Journey was not announced. The
Edgar, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
visit Mrs. Alpha Hansen the next
song, written by Mrs. F aber scored i Bernice F rench». Augusta Healev, ill person in the hospitals of his Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of Rock
McBrine, was host to a group of background of evergreen and ferns couple will be “a t home" at 37
home city with a "wish for recovery land, Me. Interment was at Wiley's
three weeks.
The a h it and the meeting adjourned to Bigelow Healey, S arah Hull Linneli.
playmates at a party recently, the with contrasting white gladioli Ef- 1Knox street, Thomaston.
card attached. It was the mas: Corner.
fective use was made of candelabra, bride's traveling gown was Japonica th e pavilion, where old class pic Rltchl? Linneli. Alice Jackson
Hazel was born at Knox County
Mrs. A. O. Dolliver of Owl's Head occasion being his third birthday. Mrs H. V. Tweedic had charge of silk print, with brown matching ac- tu res and programs were viewed. Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Lucius E. profitable piece of business he had
done in years.
General Hospital, Rockland. Me ,
has as a guest her sister Mrs. Au Those present were Christine Mank. this labor of love, assisted by Mrs cessories.
A rthur Lamb gave reprints of the Jones (Sabra H atch).
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gusta Sadler; and Wesley Sadler Carolyn Harriman, Betty Fowlie, A. W Gregory and Mrs. Parker E.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey M. D.
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aston High School, and is a mem
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Mrs. Wcrington Gilchrist, paternal
W alker and Mrs Florence Wall Mrs. Ralph A. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
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The bride comes from one of
Mrs. Ruth Fowle of Meredith, N. H.
about to start on a western trip.
L etters were read fro.-n Everett of Boston. Mr. and Mrs Frar.k S ta traditions of its early days and it Ray of Pembroke, Bermuda, be
sister of the bride, was maid of Rockland's most prominent families,
The young host received many
G
reen.
Alice Hatch Plnibrook and ples o kforttand. Mu and Mrs. Clyde certainly has much lo offer the sides several aunts, uncles and
honor.
The
bridesmaids
were
Miss
being a daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Earl Jassey and Mrs. Na lovely gifts.
cousins.
Donna deRochemont. sister of the Henry deRochemont of Pleasant Edna Wood. A very amusing tele Stevens of Natick, and Miss Anna world. It began in 1870 to call city
than Flnklesteln of Spring Valley,
"And the m other gave In tears and pain
gram
came
from
William
Bird
and
E.
Coughlin.
folk for comfortable and delightful I In e howent Mie most did love.
bride; and Miss Dorothy Lawry street. She graduated from ColbyN. Y.. Mrs. Murray Weiss of Bos
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summer rest and such then lias been 8he knew .-he should ilnd th em all
The ushers were Frederick Merritt. College in 1936, also attended the
ton and Mr. and Mrs. L. Jupiter
again
In the held of light above "
Robert Gregory, Clarence deRoche School of Commerce in Portland, place and a son Frank of Intervale. bers are urged to attend with hus a home for much of literary and
and children of Bridgeport. Conn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Sadler and
Longfellow
where she has been employed the N H. Interment was ln the family bands and wives, each one taking artistic life.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Mrs. Harry Stockbridge spent S u n  mont and Charles Merritt
• • • •
I Contributed I
The
bride,
who
was
given
in
m
ar
lot
a
t
Saco.
past
few
years
In
the
office
of
PorGordon.
day at Southwest Harbor.
his own lunch.
Those wishing
Tables have turned and the fish
riage by her father, wore white satin teous, Mitchell & Braun. She was
Mrs. Ethel McDonough of French
transportation
will
call
Donald Mer must take their own oil. So says
Rockland High School class of
Miss Dorothy Bearce and Henry town, N. J., Mrs. Marion Gough Princess style, en traine, and the a member of Phi Mu Sorority.
1927 is planning a reunion next riam, Tel. 537-J. In case oi tog or the Bureau o t Fisheries. Cod liver TI1E “UNIDENTIFIED SOLDIER"
Tilden, Jr., of East Weymouth, and son Robert who were guests of full length veil worn by her mother
Friday, at the picnic grounds at rain, the reunion will be held the oil has helped p ut weight on game
Mass., have been at Mrs. Leila Ben Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Johnson have at the latter's wedding It was
W EST APPLETO N
Saddleback Ledge, Aug. 13
fish and the diet may be considered
Camden C.C.C. Park, a t 630. Mem following Friday.
ner's the past week.
caught up with a coronet of white
returned home.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
outstanding
as
three
percent
of
cod
sweet
peas,
and
the
bridal
bouquet
L. G. Hatch of Massachusetts is
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Johnson
While reading the Aug 10 issue
liver oil was Included in a diet fed
Mrs. Oertrude Francis of New
and family of Bridgton spent last was white sweet peas. The maid of spending two weeks with Mr. and
I noticed a vfry familiar picture
to
fingerling
trout
for
some
months
York Is visiting her mother, Mrs.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. F. N. honor wore blue marquisette with Mrs. Clyde Hilton.
and they picked >p 45 grams in on page 12. First Maine Regiment
Ellen Rokes and brother Sherman
matching slippers and veil and car
Mrs. Ralph Johnson. Mrs Johnie
Johnson.
at Chickamauga. The ‘soldier not
weight.
Hokes.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley were ried peach colored gladiolas. The Crane and Roland Nash are em
• • • «
identified" is my brother, Maurice
guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. bridesmaids were gowned in peach ployed a t th e Medomak canning
In Syria, girls of marriageable A Wells. I think he belonged to
Cruises arranged, steam ship tick 
Fred Thomas of Southwest Harbor. marquisette, with slippers and veil, factory in Winslow Mills.
age
hang dolls in their windows. Company 1. He told me a t one time
ets to all parts of the world. M . F.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Albra Stanley and son Ly and carried bouquets of blue del
This
is taken as a gentl? hint th at how he happened to be In the pic
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
phinium.
Stanley Waltz and Misses Mary and
men who are seeking matrimony ture. I have one like it mounted at
1060-J, Rockland.
h f l- S - t f ford of Duck Island are visiting Mr.
The wedding reception was held Ruth Waltz visited Sunday with
and Mrs. Warren Staples of S ta n 
home In Lubec. Maurice after the
will be welcomed.
in the church parlors and was ln Mr. and Mrs. W alter Stover in
• e • •
ley's Cove
close of the Spanish American
There is consternation in Bombay serv?d an enlistment In the Regular
Miss Verna Staples who has b«?i: charge of Mrs. William Ellingwood Boothbay.
Miss Bette David was at Knox
and a toddy drought has been Army. Battery L 5th Artillery. I
'visiting her uncle Frederick John- with Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mrs. H.
forced by the closing of 8.500 saloons think; anyway stationed at Fort
i son of Bridgton, has returned heme. A. Stanley and Mrs. Harrison Dow Hospital recently for a tonsils-adeTonight at 8.30—"Three Sisters"
and the verdict is—only seven bot Hancock, N. J.
; Walter Stinson, Clifford Staniey assisting. The decorations here nold operation.
AUGUST 22-26
Ellis O'Brien of New Jersey is em
tles of whiskey a month. The natives
' and Cecil Stinson have employ were bright hued garden fillers.
Maurice was drowned ln Allagash
Dorothy Mathrws-3abez Gray in
ployed at the Crane farm.
insist that the highly alcoholic Lake Oct. 25. 1907. You can imagine
ment in Stonington.
“G RASS IS
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Winchcnbach
palm sap contains Vitamin B and my surprise when seeing th a t pic
Schools open Sept. 11.
ALWAYS GREENER"
and daughter Eleanor were callers
all their babies should have it with ture after all these years.
Maxine Sprague who spent a va
(First Performanre Anywhere
SUN.-M O N.-TUES.
of a Bright New Comedy
Sunday a t the homes of Alfred
their milk. So what?
cation at the home of her parents
W W. Wells.
A S E N S A T IO N ! . . J o y O u s G in q c r
Evenings at S.30
• • • •
Waltz and William Gross in Gross
th e s h o p g irl w h o m o th e rs a d o o r 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sprague re
Keeper SB.L. Light.
Matinees Wednesday and Frl. at 2.30
s te p b a b y
D a v i d as the b o s s ’
And now what do you think of
Neck.
“Five Miles from Ellsworth
turned Thursday to Bangor where
son w ho
m o t h e r s " her*
on the Bluehill Road"
this for the latest In hobbv
Herbert H unt formerly of this
'Think Before You Drink!" slo
she has employment.
Tickets: $1.65, $1.10, and $.53
GINGER ROGERS
' wrinkles? It's to collect lumps of gans one liquor ad Brother, If you
place died last Tuesday in Boston
Mrs. Oleason Scott is at Knox
j.sugar that have paper covers or did, you wouldn't.
DAVID NIVEN
from pneumonia. He is survived
Hospital.
' some device or identification in the
by his wife Elizabeth Hunt of this
■label These are found ln hotels,
1restaurants, and cabarets.
The
world loves to play.
Sunday and Monday
• • • •
PARTNERS AGAINI
“Persons who suffer from indiges
ANNOUNCING
. . . Jan* and th at
tion should take medical advice be
carefree C a rrillo ) i
SALE A N D DISPLAY
fore eating ripe fruit." It may come
to this; "A doctor a day may keep
OF
CAM DEN, ME.
apples away."
• • • •
A poor little 14-year old m o th er,
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
CHARLES COBORN
in West Virginia has her second
AUGUST 20-11
mo FRANK ALBERTSON
RADIO
FOR
child, but she pleads, “I ain't nev°r
E. E. CLIVE
‘A N D Y H A R D Y G ETS
had no doll.’’ And she still longs
FA LL A N D W INTER
NOW FLAYING
for one to pOay with.
SPR ING FEVER”
“MAN IN THE IRON MASK"
• • • •
FOR MONTH OF AUGUST
with
Alfred Tennyson once said it was
LOUIS HAYWARD
VERY MODERATELY PRICED
his poetic ambition to take the hiss
TUESDAY, AUG. 22
JOAN BENNETT
L E O C A R R IL L O
[out of our language by eliminating
Your Early Inspection Is Invited
M A R J O R IE W EA VER
S's whenever possible and substl“CONFESSIONS O F
S P R IN G B Y IN G T O N
Stored Free of Charge Until Wanted
1tute the liquid M's.
K A N E R IC H M O N D
A NAZI S P Y ”
• • • •
Special Orders Solicited
A 20th Century-Fox Pictura
Someone has said that a poem
] should “begin in delight and end
WED.-THURS.. AUG. 23-24
TODAY
Shows Mat. 2.00, Evg. S.45, 8 43
in wisdom." Page all would-be's!
GENE
AUSTIN
in
Continuous Saturday 2.13 to 10.45
• * • •
“SONGS AND SADDLES"
Sunday. M atinee 3 o’clock
“W UTH ERING
FU R R IE R S
A kern sense of humor has Eugene II. Philbrick, and between his busy
The lovely poppies were associa
16 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
hours
as
president
of
the
Sea
View
Garage,
preiident
of
the
Atlantic
Lucky World's F air Winner and
HEIGHTS”
Transporting Co. and president of the Superior Gas & Oil Co., he thinks ted with the battlefields of Europe
Other Dollar Days Prizes Award
hundreds
of
years
before
the
World
91-104
up some of those odd and interesting items whieh conic to The Couriered At This Theatre Monday Nite.
Gazette over his signature. A lover of the outdoors and a keen observer. W ar.
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HAS SEEN TIMES CHANGE

SU R R Y THEATRE

Com ique
THEATRE

QUALITY FURS

L ucien K . G reen & Son

Strand1

E very-O ther-D ay
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STEAM BOAT

stood far to the southward on a
G reat Circle course. He was re
warded by all the wind that could
• • • •
Parade At 1.30
The highlight of the day will
probably be the parade which will
leave Maine Central Railroad Sta| tlon at 1.33 tc morrow and proceed
up Union street to Talbot avenue,
thence to Main street and south on
Main street past the reviewing
stand i t Public landing.
First Division—Grand marshal of
parade. Llewellyn Portier. Sta’te
Ccmmander of American Legion
Aides—Major Ralph W Brcwn.
Austin P Brewer, Donald L. Kelsey.
Bugler—Mik? Ristaino.
Legicn Pcllce.
Rockland City Band.
Battery E. Rockland, National
Guard.
Battery F. Thomaston. National

DAYS

G U A R D IA N S
O F O U R C O A ST
What our lightkeepers ami
eoastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by n ir h t The day’s
news from many lonely out
posts along Maine’s waterfront.

CAUGHT THE PUBUCS EYE
S eries Of A rticles in T he C ou rier-G azette
P raised B y W e ll K now n P u b lication
(Prom the Magazine ’'Hospitals'' Chicago)

E n rollm ents G row
In the Greater Service Pro
gram — Emblems T o Be
Issued
All sustaining members of the
I State of Maine Publicity Bureau
' have received or will receive mem

The author: Dr. Malcolm T. M ac-' the hospital in ones own home bership emblems, announced Horace
A. Hildreth and Percy T. Clark, coEachern is Associate Director of the town. Is interjected;
“Owing to its relatively small size, chairmen of the Bureau's G reater
j American College of Surgeons;
there
is possible a personal and
p reg|denl Of the international Hosmore intimate contact between pa
pital Association, and a Past Presi tient and staff than could be se
S e g u in
dent of the American Hospital As cured In a large city clinic; in other
After several days of fog signal
words, at the Knox, Mrs. Citizen,
sociation.
work Seguin has come out from
A 73-bed hospital and a tri-weekly with her appendix, is not merely / O Z 1 9 •
-39
under the fog blanket, with clear
another 'case'—she Is a distinct in r u n
.
newspaper
in
a
town
of
less
than
skies and westerly winds.
dividual and probably known or
Joseph Peterson of Portland is
10.000 people on the shores of Pen- known c( through community af, .. ,
guest of Second Assistant and Mrs
In convalescence, this
° * ot Bay in th< SUte of Malne | filiations
M. A. DeShon and Marie DeShon
are
setting
an
example
of
how
to
j
feature
is
particularly Important,
Guard
Mr. and Mrs William Alexander
build good public relations that as also is the point of being near
C.C.C.
Camp
from
Camden
under
of Topsham recently visited the
relatives and friends."
command of L eut. J A Curry.
could well be emulated in every
Skolfields for several days
Hospital Routine Procedure
Crew cf "The American Seaman " community which has a hospital.
There was a gorgeous display of This is S.S. Ransom B. Fuller off Tillson s Wharf. Who can identify the boat whose prow shows just astern of
Having Introduced Mrs. Citizen as Emblem Displayed by Publicity
the Fuller?
Crew
of
"The
Conrad."
The Hospital Is the Knox County
"Northern Lights" here Friday.
an appendicitis patient, the writer
Bureau Members
Steamer Ransom B. Fuller made
While no speed queen the Fuller and tonnage noted, for when com- i Second Division — Commander. Oeneral Hospital and the news then takes her through th e routine
Among the visitors who came to
paper is The Courier-Gazette of
Seguin this week were Mr. and Mrs one of the most stately and down- was an excellent sea beat and parktively young the ship was cut in j Earl J. Alden
of admission and ward o r room as Service Program as the Program
Hillcrest Riding Academy.
Rockland. Maine. Under the apt
H T Bibber of New York Mr right handsome sh'ps ever to enter proved very popular during her two and a 40 foot section added
Cars containing distinguished title. "Aisles of Hope." the news signment. not neglecting the fl- proceeded with its financing phase
Bibber spent the first six of Rockland harbor. This Bath-bunt stay In these waters. She made her She was sold to the Diamond Line
. | nanclal aspects. Laboratory facili j in all sections of the State th s
guests.
paper Is pub! shlng a series of ar
his life here back In the 1870's, craft was long the special pride of local debut following the wrecking interests In New York and ran on
Massed colors Knox County Posts tides on hospital operation, from ties and routine, Including the week.
when his father was one of the her builders and was named in of the City of Rockland In Mussel the Hudson River where she was
qualifications of the laboratory
The emblems, which are six
of
American Legion.
the viewpoint of the local public
keepers. Mr. Bibber always had a honor of the first president of the Ridge Channel. She was brought finally dismantled
and the prospective patient The technician are deser bed In the'next Inches In diameter, are printed in
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
Junior
"When
was
the
Red
Jacket
built
fondness for this station.
Eastern Steamship Lines under down by Capt Biair in a pea soup
subtitle reads. "An Informal C h a t'**»<*• * hich concludes * lth the green and orange and are to be
Keeper Alton S. Cheney had a whose wise guidance Calvin Austin fog which prevafied all the way up asked Howe Olover yesterday of the Drum Corps.
About
Kr.ox Hcrplta'—Its Purpose stat*ment;
transfixed to windows or doors of
Knox
County
Legionnaires.
river to Fort P o n t and was waltin; steam boat Editor “In 1853 ", came
streak of hard luck recently. His received his training.
No laboratory test need ever the subscriber's stores, offices cr
Other
patriotic
bodies.
and
Alms,"
and
It
is
this
Informali
like
an
impenetrable
wall
when
she
the
answer
"Well
then,
when
was
outboard motor fell between the
S 3 Ransom B. Fuller was consid
alarm the patient, as very little, If homes They are being sent by the
Rockland Sea Scouts.
ty—an unpretentious sounding wav
boat slip to the rocks below wreck erable more boat than was Justified returned down river that afternoon th a t old bird built" asked Howe.
any. discomfort is ever caused."
Bureau to the members as soon as
Boy
Scouts
of
Kncx
County.
of
telling
what
the
hospital
is
doing,
ing it.
for use on the Kennebec run and Capt. Blair promptly handed the proudly pointing to the W. H
X -R ay
the memberships applications are
F.remen
cf
Rockland.
Camden.
|
in
language
which
would
interest
ship
over
to
the
native
Penobscot
Glover
Cos
freighter
Win
4
H
First Assistant and Mrs C. A. was scon on the Bcston-Bangor and
received
X-Ray Service
I and be understood by everybody in
Skolfield and children Lorraine and Boston-Portland run. Some Idea of masters and returned to hts own less Jewell, laying at a nearby dock. The and Rockport.
Members in 55 communities have
S.
E.
was
stumped
and
reached
fcr
Floats,
Camden
Safety
car.
the
community—that
Is
the
charm
The third article, which is 11Thomas, Maxine DeShon and Mrs the size of this fine ship from the fog-infested run.
of the articles. Yet no information . lustrated by a photograph, describes already been,reported by chairmen
A massive, generously built ship, his marine directory which proAlton 8. Cheney were visitors F ri fact that she grossed 2339 tons and
The radio apparatus in use on tne creeps in th at Is not thoroughly j the personnel, equipment, and fun although mask of the county organi
day in Bath. Brunswick and Harps- was 317.5 meet long against 277 for the Fuller had great passenger and duced the information that the
cargc
capacity.
She
carried
one
Jewell
also
came
into
being
in
1853
new
steamship Red Jacket was fur- checked for technical accuracy by | tlons of the x. n y service, with the zations will not be turning in re
well.
cur own City of Bangor. The Fuller
ports until this week
The keeper, assistants and fami was of 40 foot beam to the Eangor's huge stack and was beautifully pro though she did not have the good nlshed by the McKay Radio and the president^of the hospital board, introductory statement:
Early comgjftion ot the solicttafortune
to
nave
made
her
maiden
Telegraph
Company
whr:h
has
a
the
superintendent,
and
the
depart
"Although X-ray work has devellies with their weekend guests en- j 386 and drew 14 feet to the Ban portioned. She stayed on the Bos
Joyed a lobster supper Sunday
gor s 14.2. Both ships had the same ton-Bangor run the season of bow in Penobscot waters. She was station In Cushing. The Red Jacket ment cr special personnel th a t may eped noticeably and is yearly In- “ on in all counties and in all the
Keeper Cheney and Second As power. 16C3, which in part account 1904 and made one or two appear built and evidently well built m gear Is of the very latest type, and be Involved In the particular creasing in scope, the pub.ic is not ' communities organized by the sixincludes a direction find»r; also an branch of the service. Well au- je t fully conscious of the advan- teen county chairmen is urged by
sistant Deshon are enjoying their ed for the phenomenal success ot ances In later years. S. S Ransom Nyack. N Y
J. M R
auto alarm, which in case the oper- thent.cated facts are presented. tages to health afforded by this Mr. Hildreth and Mr Clarke Res
B Fuller was not always the size
new outboard motors
the old Bangor In service
ponses to date from many counties
ator
Is off watch, will pick -ip a du. even though they are not couched facility.'
First Assistant and Mrs C A
are encouraging, according to the
tress call and ring a bell on board.' In technical style.
Treatment of Broken Bones
Skolfield are entertaining his aunt
Visitors to the ship tomorrow af’er-I
The treatment of broken bone, Program leaders, and they believe
Launching The Project
Mrs S. M Nason, and Orace and
is
covered quite vividly tn the ’hat * v e ra l thousand members will
noon,
who
are
especially
Interested
The
series
came
about,
we
are
Arthur Nason of Brooklyn, N Y.
In radio will find much to interest told through suggestion of Pres. fourth installment, which is mus- be enrolled when all returns are in.
Royal Cheney was guest last
them tn an inspection of the new William T. White of the hosp.tal trated by a couple of line drawings I Substantial increase in member
weekend of his parents. Keeper and
i equipment.
beard. to F. A Winslow, associate The regional fracture committees ships in every county Is an imporMrs Alton S Cheney.
• • • •
editor
of the newspaper. President established by the American Col- 18111 Pa rt
of the Greater Service
Dorothy Kerwln of the Cape
It is planned to have
U S Maritime Commissioner Ed White, it seems, was not entirely >ege of Surgeons are mentioned as Program
passed last weekend with Keeper
ward C Moran. Jr., to whom the satisfied with the feci ng cf the standard setters in the fracture more complete representation frem
and Mrs. Alton S Cheney.
city directly owes the Red Jacket res.d:cts of the community toward treatm ent field, and it is stated that all counties and regions In the fuMrs Carl Anderson and children
Day celebrat on. arrived on file the hcspltal Ke felt th a t the hos- members of the Knox Hospital staff tur* management cf the Publlc.ty
Virginia, Caroline and Doris were
N w York exp.ess this mooting pital could do more for them If the belong to the Maine committee and Bureau so that problems of and
visitors last weekend at the home
accompanied by Lieut. Ccmmand instltut :n could somehow or cth tr "thus are in a position to take ad suggestions from all sections of the
of Keeper and Mrs. Alton S.
er O H Easton, director of the be turned inside out and its work vantage of this valuable consulta State may be considered m t/e
Cheney.
a r
promptly and efficiently
Commission's
Tr al Board, who ings exposed- He wanted more un tion service."
Jimmie Oaudet of Yarmouth is
will
be
in
charge
of
the
Red
Jacket
s
derstanding.
interest,
ccnf.dence.
The
article
continues;
"With
visiting his aunt Mrs. M A. Deshon
x ?
trials; Dr L P Stover, assistant to and co-operat.on. Here was an in- pioper first aid and early medical ( Learning to do without sugar and
Lorraine Skolfield has a teepee
Commissioner Mo an; and Mr stitution which cculd be improved attention, pain and discomfort of cream in your coffee saves a lot of
tent set up and she and Maxine
Schmeltzer a-sistant to Command- and render better service only if its an injury can be eliminated to a , bother.
Deshon enjoyed sleeping In it re
f t
! er Vickery.
problems nnd its aims were mere 1great extent and the dread which
cently.
9 9
9 9
generally recognized and appreci- a patient may have may be fouud ing cheeriness about the persons
Keeper and Mrs Alton 8 Cheney
The Red Jacket is expected to ated How could Its needs be pre- totally unnecessary. By the use thus afflicted. Having become ac
and Second Assistant and Mrs M
arrive at this port at 6 o clock to- I sented to those who could help? 1of gentleness, early and skilled care, customed to the daily routine and
A Deshon went to Bath by boat
n ght.
I President White thought of the and good anesthesia such as may learned th a t the attendants and
Tuesday
home town newspaper, of ccurae. be found in a hospital, even the nurses are friendly and human as
<1
Lieut-Ccmmander G. H Easton What is more carefully read, more 1most severe accidents may be well as efficient, the days lose their
Saddleback Ledge
m
j ' " ' 1n
(Cm stiuction Corps! U. S. Navy. thcroujhly digested, than the news handled with little cause for ap expected dreariness and take on
The 150th anniversary, or Light
D rector of the Maritime Commis and comment cn local affairs in the prehension on the p art of the ln- changing interest. Always there
house Week, has passed and we
sion Trial Board came to the Com ccmmunlty press? He approached 1Jured."
Is someone within summons who
are still on an even keel.
mission last October He graduated ed tors W O Fuller and F. A .' A little anatomy, physiology, and will pleasantly pass the time of
Owing to inclement weather, the
frem the U. S. Naval Academy in W.nslcw with the idea of present- pathology are injected into this day or supply those little personal
number of visitors at the Light dur
1915 After serving at sea as a line
ing the past week was below nor
ln j a scries of articles "in an effoit article without making it heavy attentions which take the edge off
office*
• throughout the World Wai,
mal. We have had three parties so
to te tte r acquaint the community read ng—Just enough of the physi boredom and bring a lift to droop
h t was appointed to thr Construc
far this season, numbering 13 each
with the facilities offered by their cal basis of bone fractures to dis ing courage " The general proce
Merchant, a tion Corps. U. S Navy. He received health center and to establish a solve the mystery somewhat and dure of applying a cast is described
Several tuna fish have been seen “Clipper Ship Red Jacket In the Ice,” a reproduction of the famous painting by the late Albert
the degree of Master cf Science
copy
of
which
is
to
be
presented
to
the
new
Red
Jacket
playing and cruising around the
bond of common interest and co to dispel alarm in case one should with this concluding comment,
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Light; some of them were very
operation between the public and later be in an accident and suffer "The process is somewhat lengthy
and ‘a fussy job,' but it is in no
(Continued from Page One)
pool to Melbourne. On the outward be desired, but so intense was the Technology in 1921. His assignments the hospital authorities." to use Mr. broken bones.
large. We have not .tried to catch
in the Construction Corps include
"Though bone cases are prone to wise painful and the object of the
any as we have no proper gear.
Winslow s words. The editors were
securing fast Am^'lcan ships, chart- passage there was an interesting cold that the ship was put down by
Shop Superintendent, Navy Yard,
Mr. Alley, first assistant keeper.; ered in 1854
Red jacket. Chariot raCe between the Red Jacket and the head by the frozen spindrift
receptive. They agTeed with Presi long, tedious hospitalization." the manipulations may even smoke if
New York; Planning Officer, Navy
returned to the Light, Aug. 5 after of Pame and Blue jacket. The Red
d
Mermaid.
dent
White that a lay writer could writer declares, “there Is a surprls- he so desires."
which covered her to the mainmast Yard Pea;1 Harbor. Hawaii and Suspending his leave cutting his hay Jacket,
the mosl famous Of Mermald gainfd # d)stlnct advant. in an icy mantle. Her log from perintendlng Constructor U.SN., treat the subject in a more In
in Beals. Except for a few- callouses the trl0 . Qn her flrgt voyage she age over lhe Rcd Jacket in the „ rly June 26. when she first got the full Balh Iron Works Corporation' teresting way. probably, with proper
and blisters on his hands, he is in was commanded by Capt. Asa Elpart of the passage, but she ran her benefit of the westerlies records where he served from January 1935 supervision by hospital authorities,
good condition.
dridge, and although with the wind eas^jjjg down a good deal further her daily runs as follows: 315 knots, until he came to the Maritime Com than could a person on the hospital
B. E. Stewart, second assistant, is strong from the southwest, and
staff who. naturally, would be more
to the northward, and did not ar- 330. 263, 287, 286. 312. 300. 288. 400. 1mission.
slowly recuperating after a very either raln snow or hail during
Tive out until after the Red Jacket. 299 . 350. 357. 334 . 245 , 300
The Trial Board includes: J. F. technically minded. So they as
strenuous time at a recent dance in entire run. she made the passage in taklng , 4 days on lhe passage.
Under her new owners the Red McInnis. Naval Architect; R W signed a member of the newspaper
Vinalhaven.
His mother-in-law 13 days and one hour, an average of J
The Red Jacket was not In very Jacket was continued in the Aus Haase. Marine Engineer; E. L staff. Kay McDonald, to write the
and two children from Portland w ill, a fraction over 353 miles every 24
good trim for the homeward pass tralian trade for several years, be- ij Swain. Marin-; Engineer; R. P. Du series. Thus the project to win
visit him in Vinalhaven during his hours.
public^ood will for Knox Hospital
age, according to some authorities, coming one of the most famous of , Mont. Associate Naval Architect
16-day leave.
was launched
The Red Jacket attracted a great being too light, and very much down the American clipper built ships. I
6
^
Charles Klngfish Bradley of New deal of attention at Liverpool, being
Solicitation of Interest
by the stern. In spite of these un but finally ended her days in the j
TODAY'S DEDICATION
Haven and Vinalhaven Is spend an extremely handsome ship.
Direct solicitation of Interest was
favorable conditions, she constant Quebec lumber trade, as did several
ing a few days at the light. Charles
A crowd of enthusiasts who had ly logged 17 and 18 knots in fresh others of the famous old clipper ' The public is invited to be present made in the opening paragraphs cf
1^0
is an expert dishwasher, a fair cook heard of her arrival went down the
breezes and 14 to 15 when close ships such as the Donald McKay at 2 o'clock today on Main street, the first article:
and an able fisherman, and also bay to meet her. They formed a bauied Only once on her passage and Marco Polo.
“As a ray of sunshine through
opposite Warren street, when the
draws quite a lot of water as a navi crew of abou-; 100 They brought home
In the course of his researches. Woman's Educational Club unveils darkened paths cf dread shines
were her topsails reefed and
gator.
the ship up the bay under full sail she shipped water but once. She concerning the Red Jacket Mr Mer- j Its beautiful bronze tablet placed cn forth the light of medical science,
A couple of four masted schooners
before a moderate breeze. She sailed rounded the Horn only 20 days out. chant had access to the New York : the granite structure known as dedicated to humanity, alive to its
passed recently and while they were through the dock gates under all
needs and sworn to serve In stead
Public Library and looked up the Crockett Block
not close enough to get their names. sail and when she had passed and on this day she had a narrow history of Sagoyewatha the Indian
fast zeal, be the summons what it
State.
National
and
local
digni
escape from being embayed by ice.
they certainly looked like old timers. through the gates the great crew
for whom the Red Jacket was taries as well as many direct and may. Applying the principle to
With
all
sail
clewed
up
except
topFishing near the Light is still at a ' clewed up her sails all a t once.
tails, the good ship forced her way named. Sagoyewatha was called Red collateral connections of the famous home ground, consider the Kncx
zero mark.
The Red Jacket was in command
Jacket because he always wore a original clipper ship Red Jacket will Hospital, worthy county Institution
We are looking forward to a visit of Capt. Samuel Reid when she through masses and fields of ice
coming dangerously near several jacket of that color. He was a mem- be present to pay formal and Infor and alertly ‘at attention' the clock
from Hal Roberts, an expert fish made her first voyage from Liverlarge bergs. She was obliged, to ber of the Seneca tribe of North mal tribute this day to the success around.
erman hailing from Philadelphia
"A closer bend of knowledge and
heave to at night, but finally worked American Indians. He was born in achieved by Deacon George Thomas
and Vinalhaven. While talking to per were guests Monday of Mrs. out of the ice and made good her j 1750 and attained tlie highest dis- and his helpers nearly 100 years understanding as between the gen
Hal recently, he alleged that the Clyde G rant at Cape Elizabeth.
tinctlon and influence by his re- ago The original clipper ship Red eral public and its haven of healtn
way up the South Atlantic.
articles printed about him and
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son Robert
One week in the doldrums, the markable powers of eloquence In Jacket was built and launched near is earnestly desired among the hos
First im pressions count. G o o d , bad o r in d iffe r
I.WIF. in "The Vinalhaven Neigh
pital authorities Extending a hand
w-ere guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walker Red Jacket averaged less than 100 1792 he was chief Indian spokes- this spot.
ent, th ey’re h a rd to change. So i t pays to m ake
bor" were exaggerated. He also |
To State Historian Edward K. in appeal for sympathetic comrade
miles per day, but on the whole she ; man in negotiation with represenon a picnic Sunday evening.
claims that he did not tetotally
goo</ first impressions.
Gould
all owe the first suggestion ship and a united cause, the Knox
averaged
202'i
miles
per
day,
her
tatives
of
the
Government.
In
1812
John Olson of Cape Eizabeth called
spoil Aunt Emma’s boat painter.
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cf
spots
to
be
greatest day’s work being 400 m iles.; he took up arms against the British.
We hope the fish bite good white here Wednesday afternoon.
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Fort
marked
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This
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In
the
lay
classified
in s ta n tly by th e a p p e a r a n c e o f y o u r
Mrs. Walker and daughter Jane
Hal is here.
dust and sovereigns to the value of George Aug. 17. 1813. in which is the same woman's study club that mind, by daily demonstrations of its
nam
e
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th
e co rn er. W h ic h is m o re im pressive—
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dinner
guests
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of
Mrs.
Happy landings, all.
208,044 pounds. She sailed this I battle the British were defeated. He previously placed (bronze markers scientific routine, accompanying the
R. T. Sterling.
three lines o f b la c k type o n a g o v e rn m e n t stam ped
Rear Admiral Harvey F. Johns:n, voyage under the American flag, ■bad an antipathy against Christian- on the Clarence Joy residence on processes with detailed explana
P c r tla n d H ead
en velo p e, o r a " p riv a te ” e n v e lo p e w ith an a ttra c t
Broadway where the famous poet tions. No longer is the profession
R T Sterling motored Tuesday to UjS.'C.G„ and Rear Admiral Waesche being chartered by the White S tar ity and never became reconciled.
iv e design th a t ties in w ith y o u r letterhead ?
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Kcar.bunkport. He was accompanied U S C O. commandant visited the
also on the Hall street house in this guage of Its own, this antiquated
she was purchased by Messrs. Pilk- English but rarely spoke it.
Let us fig u re o n yo ur n ext e n v e lo p e o rd e r and
station Wednesday.
by Arthur Harlow.
Red Jacket resided in a log cabin city, where the famous actress sisters condition being now replaced by
The 150th Anniversary of Light ington & Wilson of that port for
Mrs. Ira V/. Tupper, daughter
subm it som e " c o rn e r c a rd ” ideas. W e m ay be
•
Maxine and Gertrude Elliott were straightforward bids for general
Cyr.thia and sons W hitman and Jack houses went over great here with the sum of 30.000 pounds. They near Buffalo where he died Jan. 20,
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Insight and co-operation on the part
of Vinalhaven are guests of the Hilt over 17CO registering. There were were agents of the White Star Line, j 1830, enjoying power and distinco*i Mr. and Mrs. Common Citizen
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tion
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death.
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not
sign
family.
A sure nominee for the world s and family.
Keeper and Mrs. Elliott of Cape their names and there was also a 1Capt Reid was determined to find the War of the Revolution he acted
In this article the reader Is taken
greatest
bore is the chap who says.
wind.
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to
the
Elizabeth called Sunday on Mrs. R. crowd coming and going. We had
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but
T. Sterling.
ered Although it was in the depth ! of winter the courageous master fore.”
an argument for the small hospital,
M i . F. O H ilt iiud Mrs. P a Tup- the crowd turned out Just the same
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